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Anyone who wants to learn basic living skills—the kind employed by our forefathers—and adapt
them for a better life in the twenty-first century need look no further than this eminently useful,
full-color guide. Countless readers have turned to Back to Basics for inspiration and instruction,
escaping to an era before power saws and fast food restaurants and rediscovering the pleasures
and challenges of a healthier, greener, and more self-sufficient lifestyle.Now newly updated, the
hundreds of projects, step-by-step sequences, photographs, charts, and illustrations in Back to
Basics will help you dye your own wool with plant pigments, graft trees, raise chickens, craft a
hutch table with hand tools, and make treats such as blueberry peach jam and cheddar cheese.
The truly ambitious will find instructions on how to build a log cabin or an adobe brick
homestead. More than just practical advice, this is also a book for dreamers—even if you live in
a city apartment you will find your imagination sparked, and there's no reason why you can't, for
example, make a loom and weave a rag rug. Complete with tips for old-fashioned fun (square
dancing calls, homemade toys, and kayaking tips), this may be the most thorough book on
voluntary simplicity available.
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Extension Service And Other GroupsIndexAbout This BookBack to Basics is a book about the
simple life. It is about old-fashioned ways of doing things, and old-fashioned craftsmanship, and
old-fashioned food, and old-fashioned fun. It is also about independence—the kind of down-
home self-reliance that our grandparents and great grandparents took for granted, but that we
moderns often think has vanished forever, along with supermarket tomatoes that taste good,
packaged bread that does not have additives, and holidays that are not commercialized.At its
heart Back to Basics is a how-to book packed with hundreds of projects, step-by-step
sequences, charts, tables, diagrams, and illustrations to help you and your family reestablish
control over your day-to-day lives. The book is organized into six main sections. The first deals
with shelter, the second with energy, the third with raising food, the fourth with preserving food,
the fifth with home crafts, and the sixth with recreation. The subjects presented lead in logical
sequence along all the way stations on the road to self-sufficiency. An added feature, “Sources
and resources,” lists suggestions for further reading plus names of suppliers of hard-to-find
equipment.Practical, useful information is provided on just about every skill and handicraft under
the sun. You will learn how to make your own cheese, raise your own chickens, harvest your own
honey, generate your own electricity, and brew your own applejack. You will be able to try your
hand at blacksmith-ing, broom-making, and stone masonry. You will discover how to make soap,
tan a hide, build an igloo, heat with wood, smoke a salmon, and create your own cosmetics.
Some projects are difficult and demanding—building a log cabin or installing a solar water
heating system are tasks for someone with experience, skill, and a strong back. But most of the
jobs are well within the capabilities of the average person, and many are suited for family
participation, especially for the kids.While Back to Basics is a book for doing, it is also a book for
dreaming. There is no need to run out and start baking adobe bricks in order to enjoy learning
the ins and outs of adobe construction. (It might even set you thinking about putting up your own
adobe home someday.) Similarly, your imagination is apt to be fired by the interviews with folks
around the country who are already practicing the skills and crafts described in Back to Basics.
Among others, you will hear from a husband-and-wife team who built a log cabin in Alaska,
some suburban kids who raise goats and pigs in their backyard, a city worker who specializes in
urban gardening, and a New Hampshire artisan who is keeping alive the Indian art of building
birchbark canoes. There are also descriptions of bygone ways of doing things: the technique of
pitsawing, the Indian way of smoking a deer hide and making jerky, the inner workings of a water-
powered gristmill. These—along with the historical background of each skill and charming old
prints that illustrate many of them—make for fascinating reading.Americans are a contradictory
people. No nation has ever moved farther from the harsh realities of wilderness existence. Yet,
paradoxically, no nation has clung more tenaciously to its early ideals—to the concept of
personal independence, to the mystique of the frontier, to the early pioneers’ sense of rugged
self-reliance. It is as if somewhere, deep in the American spirit, there has always lurked a distrust
of the very technology that we, more than any other people, have spawned. Perhaps this distrust
was an accident, but perhaps it was fate; for in the light of recent events that have called into



question our easy dependence on modern technology, it seems to have been prophetic.
Americans have long yearned for a return to basics; now, suddenly, it has become a necessity.
Back to Basics can do much to guide the way.—The EditorsPart OneLand: Buying It—Building
on ItA house, we like to believe, can be a noble consort to man and the trees. The house should
have repose and such texture as will quiet the whole and make it graciously one with external
nature.—Frank Lloyd Wright, The Natural HouseThe homes of the settlers conformed naturally
to the great architect's precepts. People built slowly in those days, over generations, and they
understood their land as only those who spend their lives on it can. Their building materials were
the very stuff of the earth around them—trees from their woods, rocks from their fields, adobe
mud beneath their feet—so it was small wonder that their homes blended well with the
surrounding countryside. Above all, they built their homes themselves, and so each mitered
beam, each length of floor-board, each hand-riven shingle took on a special meaning of its own.
In Land: Buying It—Building on It the process of creating a home the traditional way is
described, from the acquisition of a site to the construction of the house to the installation of
walls and outbuildings. Some of these jobs are difficult; others are within the capabilities of the
average person. All help impart a personal touch to a house. In the final analysis that is the
ingredient that makes a house a home.Buying Country PropertyRealizing the Dream Of Owning
a Place In the CountryWith careful planning and a modest investment almost anyone can turn
the dream of owning a small farm or a few acres of country land into a reality. And with some
effort this land may provide a significant portion of life's amenities: wood for the fireplace, fresh
produce for the table, a pond for fishing or swimming—even waterpower to generate electricity.
But as with any other major purchase, care and caution are required.The first step is to have, in
general terms, a strong notion of what it is you want. Those desiring year-round warmth will
obviously have different priorities than those who wish to see the seasons change. Prospective
part-time farmers will look for one kind of land, whereas weekend sojourners will look for
another. Whether you enjoy isolation or prefer neighbors nearby is another consideration to
ponder. And, of course, there is the matter of money: how much you can afford to put down, how
much you can pay each month for a mortgage and taxes. Once you have made these decisions,
pick an area or two to investigate. Get the catalogs of the Strout and United Farm real estate
agencies, and look for ads in the Sunday paper real estate section. Also subscribe to local
papers from the regions of your interest; these may provide lower priced listings plus information
on land auctions.When a property appeals to you, investigate—first by phone and then in
person. When looking, do not neglect small matters, such as television reception, the contours
of the land, and the style of the farmhouse; but never lose sight of your ultimate goals or basic
priorities, and gauge the property in that light.Abandoned farms, like the one at right, often offer
the greatest value. Not only has the land already been cleared—though it may have become
overgrown— but there are outbuildings and a residence in place, though these may require
considerable renovation. In addition, the owners of the property are likely to be particularly
interested in selling, since they have already moved away.Some buildings, like this one, are



beyond repair. However, a dilapidated building may make a beautiful piece of property less
expensive. In addition, it offers the opportunity to build a dream home from scratch.To Buy or Not
to Buy: Resist That ImpulseOnce you have found a piece of property that appears to meet your
needs, resist the temptation to come to terms. This is the time for an in-depth investigation rather
than a purchase. After leaving the parcel, think about it, talk about it, try to remember its
contours, and list all the things you do not like as well as the things you do. If after a week or so
the land still is appealing, arrange to spend an entire day tramping about it.Walk slowly about the
property in the company of your family. Among the subjects of discussion should be these: Is the
ratio of meadow to woodlot about what you have in mind? Does the woodlot consist of hard or
soft woods? (The former are generally more valuable as timber and fuel.) Is the meadow
overlain with ground cover, indicating some fertility? Is it swampy? Is there a usable residence
on the property? If not, can you afford to build? Is there a road that cuts across the property into
a neighbor's driveway? If so, there is likely to be an easement on the parcel, conferring on the
neighbor the right to cross at will. If there is no electricity, gas, or telephone service, ask yourself
honestly how well you can get along without these conveniences. And if your goal is to be a part-
time farmer and full-time resident, check into employment possibilities in the area.If the answers
to most of these questions are satisfactory, then begin a more formal survey of the property. For
those who plan to grow vegetables, grains, or fruits, the question of soil fertility becomes a major
factor in any ultimate decision. Take a spade and dig down—way down—in several widely
scattered places. Ground that is adequate for good crops will have a layer of topsoil at least 10
inches deep; 12 or 15 inches deep is better. The topsoil should be dark, and when handled it
should feel soft, loose, and crumbly to the touch. If the topsoil seems rich enough and deep
enough, make doubly certain by taking several samples to the nearest county agent; he can
analyze it for acidity (pH) and mineral content and tell you what crops are best to grow on it.
Another way of discovering what crops the soil will support is to find out what the neighbors are
growing. If the farm over the fence has a healthy stand of corn, and a thriving vegetable garden,
the chances are good that the land you are looking at will also accommodate those crops.When
walking the land, look for evidence of soil erosion. Gullies are a sign of erosion, as are bared
roots of trees and bushes. Parched, stony, light-colored soils indicate that erosion has carried off
the rich topsoil. If you are only planning a small kitchen garden, erosion and lack of topsoil can
be repaired. But if extensive cropping is your goal, the cost of restoring scores of acres to fertility
may be beyond your reach.Check the drainage capacity of the land. If the subsoil is so
compacted or rocky that it cannot quickly absorb water, then the plants you sow are likely to
drown. Also bear in mind that poor drainage can make it difficult to install a septic system, since
sewage will tend to back up or rise to the surface. Inspect the property in the wake of a heavy
rainstorm. If the surface is muddy or even very spongy, it is a sign that the drainage is poor. Dig
several widely spaced holes in the ground, each one about 8 inches around and 3 to 4 feet
deep. Check the soil near the bottoms. If it is hard-packed and unyielding to the touch, chances
are it is relatively impermeable to water. Or pour a bucket of water on the ground, wait 10



minutes, and dig to see how far the water has penetrated. For the most accurate information, a
percolation test by a soil engineer is necessary.If you are planning on building a house, carefully
inspect possible construction sites. The land for the house should be reasonably flat, with easy
access to a public road. Do not overlook the site's relationship to the winter sun. A house with a
northern exposure, particularly if it is on a slope, is likely to cost considerably more to heat than
one with a southern exposure that can take advantage of the warming rays of the low-lying
winter sun.Finally, there is the all-important matter of water—the lack of a reliable source of
water for drinking and irrigation can make an otherwise desirable site worthless. The subject is
discussed in detail on page 12.In all events, try to delay a commitment until you see the land in
all seasons; both the blooms of spring and the snows of winter can hide a multitude of
evils.Decoding the real estate adsComposite view of typical country property (right), together
with a real estate advertisement (inset) of the type that might appear in the classified section of a
newspaper or as part of a catalog of realty listings, serves to illustrate the gap that sometimes
exists between description and reality. The phrase “Approx. 12 acres” may mean just about
anything at all but likely indicates that no accurate survey has been made. “Handyman's delight”
is most often a euphemistic way of saying that the house and outbuildings are wrecks, as an on-
site inspection would reveal. “C. 18th cent, details” probably reflects an unsupported belief that
the house may be as much as 200 years old. The reference to state land carries the implication
that the area is protected from overdevelopment, but the ad does not state that a road cuts
across the property to permit loggers access to the state forest. Oddly, but not atypically, the ad
fails to point out a number of positive aspects. Though the phrase “Riv. vu” indicates the
presence of running water nearby, the fact is that both a stream and a pond exist on the property.
Nor does the ad reveal that there is an excellent woodlot and that the farmhouse is in close
proximity to a public highway, allowing for easy access. For all its deficiencies, the ad does
awaken interest, but only by visiting can you judge the property accurately.Buildings Are
Important But Water Is VitalIn assessing country property the most important single
consideration is the availability of an adequate supply of fresh, potable water. With water virtually
anything is possible; without it virtually nothing. Consider, for example, that a single human being
uses between 30 and 70 gallons per day; a horse between 6 and 12; a milk cow about 35; and a
500-square-foot kitchen garden, if it is to thrive, must have an average of 35 gallons of water per
day. Even if the property is to be used only as a country retreat, a family of four will require a bare
minimum of 100 gallons every day for such basic needs as drinking, washing, cooking, and
sanitation. In short, complete information about water availability is an imperative when
assessing country property. This is not to say, however, that a piece of land should, in all cases,
be rejected if the existing water supply is inadequate, since in most instances a water system
can be developed (see pp.54–57). Nevertheless, this can be an expensive, laborious, and time-
consuming effort, and it is far more satisfactory if a water system is already in place.Existing
systems. If there is a well or other water source, along with plumbing in the house, in the out
buildings, and at the fields, test the system out as completely as possible. Try all of the taps: one



at a time, several at once, all at once. Is the flow sufficient for your purposes? Does the water
pressure drop significantly when several taps are on at once? Has the water been tested for
potability and for minerals, particularly salt? Water with even a relatively low salt content may be
useless for drinking or irrigation. Remember that a fast flow in spring may become but a trickle in
the dog days of summer. This is another reason to visit a property in different seasons before
purchase.Aboveground water. A river, stream, brook, or pond on the property may provide
adequate water, particularly for irrigation. A freshwater spring bubbling up from the earth can
usually provide drinking water, but again, such sources may dry up during the summer. If you
plan to use a river or pond for recreational purposes, such as swimming or fishing, make certain
that pollutants from logging operations, sewage treatment plants, and factories are not being
dumped upstream. Pollutants, of course, can make the water unusable for irrigation as well.
Check with local and state authorities on the amount of water you may take from a watercourse.
Also make sure that the source is properly positioned to allow you to get the water from where it
is to where it will be needed. A stream below a building site and garden plot will be useful only
with the installation of pumps. Even one above these areas may require siphons and
considerable piping if it is to be useful.Plants that provide clues to water in dry countryRushes
and cattails are a sign of marshland or of water very near the surface.Reeds signify the
existence of good quality water very close to the surface.Pickleweed indicates the presence of
salty water at or just below the surface.Black greasewood generally means that mineralized
water exists 10 to 40 ft. down.Saltbush indicates water near the surface, but the quality may be
poor.Rabbit brush will grow only where there is water no more than 15 ft. below the
ground.Mesquite indicates that water is to be found from 10 to 50 ft. beneath the
ground.Elderberry shrubs are a fairly good sign that there is water about 10 ft. down.Marshlands.
Though marshes and swamps indicate a high water table and, under the proper conditions, a
possible pond site, they are considered negative factors by most builders, since they provide
breeding grounds for mosquitoes and other insect pests and the land is useless for construction
unless drained and filled.Public water supplies. In a number of rural areas water is supplied by
an outside utility company. Some utilities are owned by the government, others are owned
privately with rates established by law, and still others are associations of landowners who have
pooled their resources to bring water in from distant sources so that they can irrigate their lands
and provide for themselves and their livestock. Hookups to any of these water utilities can be
expensive and, in the case of the landowners' associations, impossible to obtain. It may be,
however, that the owner from whom you are obtaining the land already has shares in the local
cooperative water association. If so, make sure that the transfer of these shares is included as
part of the purchase price and that you know in advance the amount of water to which your
shares will entitle you.Water rights. The fact that a parcel has water either aboveground or
underground is not necessarily a guarantee that the owner has the right to exploit the resource.
In some states even underground water must be shared. Before purchasing any property, have
your lawyer check on your water rights.Sources and resourcesBooksNash, George. Old Houses:



A Rebuilder's Manual. Needham Heights, Mass.: Prentice Hall, 1979.Orme, Alan D. Reviving Old
Houses: Over Five Hundred Low-Cost Tips and Techniques. Avenal, N.J.: Random House Value,
1994.Poore, Patricia, ed. The Old House Journal Guide to Restoration. New York: NAL-Dutton,
1992.Sherwood, Gerald E. How to Select and Renovate an Older House. New York: Dover,
1976.Sizing Up the House and BarnsThe extent and condition of improvements play a large role
in determining the worth of any piece of property. Direct access to a county highway via well-
maintained internal roads is a major factor when considering a piece of land. A house, barn, and
other outbuildings in good condition, the presence of primary utilities, and a central heating
system all add to the market value of any parcel. When assessing improvements, look beyond
the appearances and into such matters as structural soundness, electrical service capacity, the
age of the heating system, and the relationship of the house to the winter sun.First examine the
house as a whole. Is it big enough for your needs? Does it afford sufficient privacy? Does it
appear to be well maintained? Very important is the placement of the house. To take full
advantage of the low-lying winter sun, it should present a broad front to the south and have a
large proportion of its window openings facing south. Look at the windows themselves. Are
storm windows and tight-fitting screens installed? Make notes as you move along the outside of
the house and as you inspect the inside. Check for wood rot both inside and out, using an ice
pick to jab at the beams and supports. If the pick goes in easily, there is probably wood rot, an
expensive condition to repair. Look for signs of termites and carpenter ants, particularly along
the baseboards of the ground floor and in the exposed joists in the basement. Also check the
main fuse box to see if the electrical service is sufficient for your needs (modern service is at
least 100 amps at 240 volts), then inspect the water heater as to age and capacity. A four-person
family requires a 30-gallon gas water heater or a 50-gallon electric model. As you move from
room to room, look up and down as well as around. Stains on the ceilings or evidence of recent
plastering may mean roof leaks; horizontal stains on the lower part of basement or ground floor
walls indicate flooding. Finally, hire a building engineer for an in-depth analysis. The deficiencies
he finds may not necessarily be overwhelming, but they could provide you with a strong
bargaining position for lowering the price by thousands of dollars.Many people considering a
move to the country seek out the charm of 18th- or 19th-century structures. Real estate agents
recognize this and often emphasize that a house is one or two centuries old. Generally, it is best
to verify such claims. Some tips on what to look for in dating a house are given below.Clues to a
building's ageIrregular lath marks on beams indicate building dates from 18th or early 19th
century.Hand-sawed beams, with irregular, slanted saw marks, date from before 1750s.Blunt
wood screws with no taper were not made after 1840. Hand-cut notches in heads can give clues
to age of screws.Accordion lath marks (rarely seen) were produced by a technique not used
after 1830.Vertical cuts in regular patterns usually indicate lumber was sawed before
1860.Tapered screws with pointed ends were made after 1840. Notches in heads were cut by
machine rather than by hand.Straight lath marks, regularly spaced, indicate post-1850
construction.Curving saw marks point to post-1860s construction–the more even, the



later.Wrought nails, with square, tapered shanks and hand-forged heads bearing hammer
marks, were made before 1800.No ridgepole on roof (top) usually means pre-1800; presence of
ridgepole indicates later date.Cut nails, sliced from a sheet of iron, were not made before 1800.
They are still manufactured for use in flooring.Benchmarks for the buyerMajor points to consider
when contemplating the purchase of a piece of country property are listed below. Use them as a
checklist to avoid costly mistakes.Contract of sale. The contract describes the terms under
which the property is being sold. It should include a description of all encumbrances on the
property and should be made contingent upon a successful title search and the ability of the
buyer to secure adequate financing. Have your lawyer draw up the contract of sale rather than
accept a real estate agent's standard form.Easements. If land has no direct access to a highway,
make sure you have an easement (legally binding right-of-way) across intervening properties.
Know also if neighbors have an easement on the property you plan to buy.Eminent domain.
Many public and quasi-public agencies have the right to condemn land (with compensation to
owners) for roads, drainage canals, dams, airports, school construction, power lines, rights-of-
way into bordering state-owned property, and the like. Check with the local planning board to
ascertain if any condemnation proceedings are contemplated.Land contracts and mortgages.
Land contracts are the least advantageous means of buying land because the seller or financing
agency holds title until the purchase is fully paid off. The title holder may, during this interval,
encumber the property by using it as collateral; the purchaser can lose the land if the title holder
fails to make payments. Mortgages in which the buyer has title to the property and uses it as
collateral offer greater protection against foreclosure.Mineral and other encumbrances. The
seller or an earlier owner may have sold or reserved the right to exploit minerals, timber, or even
the water on the land. These encumbrances, if properly recorded, are legally binding.Survey.
Check with county recorder to determine if a legally binding map of the property has been made.
If not, insist that a licensed surveyor draw such a map, preferably at the seller's expense.Taxes.
Check with local authorities to find out the amount of taxes (property, school, water, sewer) on
the property you contemplate buying. Also try to determine if these taxes have been rising
rapidly in recent years. Some states tax standing timber, mineral deposits, and water rights.
Make sure there are no liens for unpaid taxes on the property.Title search and insurance. Have
your lawyer or a title insurance company check records to make sure you are buying land free of
liens and encumbrances. Purchase title insurance—a one-time expense—that will guarantee the
accurancy of the title search.Water rights. Contract of sale should include clause in which seller
guarantees a minimum water supply. Make sure the clause is in accordance with state laws on
water rights.Zoning laws. Check with the local zoning board to be certain you may use your land
in the manner you intend. Also check building and health codes for the same purpose.Planning
Your HomeThe Key Ingredient In Home Design Is YouA well-designed home, like a well-tailored
garment, should fit your taste, needs, and pocketbook. In years gone by, homesteaders
achieved this goal by designing and building their own houses. One reason they were successful
was that they were guided by traditions handed down over the centuries. Another was that their



homesteads evolved over many years, each generation altering and enlarging the original to suit
its particular needs so that the house slowly became better and better.Nowadays, the best way
to ensure that the home you build will have the right feel for you and your family is to take an
active part in the design process. This is true whether you intend to put up a vacation cabin, a
family residence, a retirement home, or a full-fledged homestead. Learn about design, look at as
many homes as you can, and if you plan to hire an architect, shop carefully before you choose
one.Choosing a Building SiteThe main house—even if it is just a cabin or cottage—is almost
always the focal point of any site development plan, and the first step in designing it is to decide
where it will be located. To choose a site intelligently, you should have a good idea of how you
want to live. Do you favor a secluded home far from the road? Are you interested in a sweeping
vista? Do you plan to put up a sprawling one-story structure or a more compact two-story
house? (The former is useful if stair climbing presents a problem for anyone in the family; the
latter is generally more energy efficient.) Do you foresee the need for future additions and,
therefore, a larger site? Do you require a full basement? (If you do, avoid a site that will require
expensive blasting of bedrock.)Next, examine what your property has to offer. Consider the
general lay of the land, the bearing strength of the ground (see Preparing the Site, p.21), the
soil's ability to absorb rainwater and sewage, the frost depth, the availability of drinking water,
the height of the water table, the amount of annual sunlight, and the direction of prevailing winds.
Pay particular attention to accessibility. How far is a proposed site from existing electric and
telephone service lines? How many feet of driveway will have to be installed to provide access to
the nearest public road? Of all development costs, road building is often the most extreme. In
general, a well-chosen building site should suit the terrain and provide adequate drainage away
from the foundation. For this reason, gently sloping ground is usually best but not always
necessary, since pole or pier foundations that compensate for uneven ground can often be
constructed.Log home is well protected by trees against fall or winter winds. If built in a hot
climate, log homes can be built on piers to allow air to circulate beneath.Frame dwelling in the
Northeast has sloping roof to allow snow to slide off easily in the winter. Having the barn
attached to the main house makes it easier to care for the animals in poor weather.Energy
efficiency is becoming a basic element in site selection just as it was in the past. significant
savings in heating can be realized by building on the lee side of a rise or by locating the building
site downwind from a stand of trees. A site that takes advantage of the low winter sun—even if
the home is not designed for solar heating—can reap major long-term energy savings.Stone
cottage has an eyebrow dormer to allow extra light into the second floor. Like brick, stone is
fireproof and maintenance free. Attic helps retain heat, partially compensating for poor insulating
ability of stone.Adobe house in the Southwest has thick walls that offer excellent insulation
against incessant heat of the sun. Adobe's structural weakness limits house to one story; its
vulnerability to rain rules out use in any but the most arid regions.Most sites require some
shifting of earth. Because of the labor and expense involved, thorough planning is a must. The
goal is to move as little earth as possible. Of the three methods of leveling—cut, fill, and a



combination of the two—the last is easiest and most economical.Cut-and-fill leveling technique
requires least movement of soil.Using the Lay of the Land to AdvantageA detailed map can be
an invaluable planning aid. To make your own map, you will need a plane table (a board
mounted on a tripod is best, but a card table will do), straight pins, a ruler, a spirit level, and a 10-
foot pole marked in feet and inches. Start by drawing the outline of your property on a large
sheet of paper; if you do not have a boundary map, you can get one at the town assessor's
office. The remainder of the job consists of plotting as many distinct features as possible. If your
property is relatively open, you can also find the height of each point and sketch in equal-altitude
contour lines. When mapping, concentrate on features that will tie the map together, such as a
road, a stream, a hedgerow, or an old stone wall. Either pace off the distance to each feature or
else take sightings on it from two different locations: the intersection of the two lines of sight will
pinpoint the feature.1. Set up table at a corner of your property line, insert pin at corresponding
point in map outline, and adjust table so it is horizontal. Then sight from pin to another known
boundary point, align map along line of sight, and insert second pin.2. Sight from first pin to
other distinct features. Have assistant pace off distance to each point. Then have him hold
measuring pole while you sight to it. Height of table (A) minus height from base of pole to line of
sight (B) equals height of point.3. Move table to one of the points you have already mapped,
reorient map as in Step 1, and map more points as in Step 2. By setting up table at a number of
locations, you can map enough points to sketch in the topography of your land.Getting Your
Ideas Down On a Sheet of PaperSettling on a design for a home reflects a series of
compromises between the ideal and the possible. The most fundamental compromise involves
size: the expense of building a home is directly proportional to the number of cubic feet of
interior space it contains. In addition, a larger home requires more energy to heat and cool and is
more expensive to maintain.One way to cut down on cubic feet without sacrificing comfort or
floor area is to keep the ceilings low. Typically, a traditional two-story farmhouse will have 8-foot
ceilings on the ground floor and 7-foot ceilings upstairs where the bedrooms are located.
Another energy saver is an attic. The heat that rises to the peak of a cathedral ceiling is almost
totally wasted. An attic not only eliminates this waste but also functions as a jumbo-sized
insulating space, moderating the temperature both summer and winter.Space in houses divides
three ways: communal (living room, dining room, recreation room), private (bedroom, studio,
study), and service (kitchen, bathroom, garage, laundry, closets). The allocation of these spaces
into rooms depends on the needs and tastes of the family. When sketching your designs, pay
particular attention to the way the different spaces interact. Traffic flow between areas should be
smooth, and a private space should never lie in the flow between two communal areas. Service
areas generally function as appendages to communal or private areas. The kitchen, for example,
must be adjacent to the dining room, and the bathrooms should be convenient to the sleeping
quarters. Separation can be important; a noisy family room should be far away from an area
used for studying.Home design should take into account future needs. A growing family will
either have to build extra space into the original house or plan on future additions. The



escalating cost of building materials argues for the first alternative, but any excess space will
mean unnecessary heating bills, property taxes, and mortgage payments until the day that it is
put to use. Plan your addition so that it meets the following criteria: it should not interfere with
natural lighting or spoil the view; it should not conflict with local zoning requirements; and, in the
case of a second floor addition, the original structure should be strong enough to support
it.Layout of space can begin with a series of informal “bubble” sketches. Each bubble represents
a particular use of space. The more of these diagrams you draw, the nearer you are likely to
come to sensing the best floor plan. You should also make a point of visiting and examining as
many homes as possible.Clustering of utilities, such as waterlines and drainpipes, in one area of
the house is advisable from point of view of economy, ease of installation, and ease of
maintenance. In a typical layout the kitchen sink and laundry room are placed back to back with
a bathroom located above.Room size should be suited to function—large and spacious for a
main communal area, small and cozy for a den or child's bedroom. Cathedral ceilings are
attractive, but they waste heat. A sleeping loft can reduce heat loss in a room with a cathedral
ceiling without destroying the ceiling's dramatic impact.Sketch of floor plans, with rooms in
approximately correct proportion, follows space layout. With such sketches, defects in the
location of doorways and patterns of personal movement can be discerned. Bathroom in sketch
shown, for example, might be considered too long a walk from kitchen.Build small and add on
later is often preferable to building everything at once, particularly for a growing family. As the
years pass, you will know more accurately whether you need that extra bedroom or studio.
However, the initial design should take possible additions into account.Frame construction and
post-and-beam construction are the two principal building methods. In the former, house weight
is borne by all segments of each wall; in the latter, by separate posts. Frame construction costs
less and is more widely used; post-and-beam permits larger spaces, bigger windows.Drawing
Accurate Floor PlansAfter a basic layout has been developed, the next step is to draw carefully
scaled floor plans. Try to base room dimensions, ceiling heights, and the widths and lengths of
floors on increments of 4 feet insofar as possible. This is because standard sheets of plywood
and other building materials are sold in 4- by 8-foot sheets. In addition, keep in mind the
following design criteria:Closets. Minimum depth for a closet is 2 feet.Counter space. Allow 2
feet from the wall for kitchen counters, since most kitchen equipment protrudes about that
amount.Doors. Interior doors are generally 2 ½ feet wide; the front door should be 3 feet
wide.Hallways. Widths run from 2 feet up to 4 feet and more. The longer the hallway, the wider it
should be.Kitchen aisles. Small is not necessarily convenient. A minimum aisle width of 4 feet is
recommended when equipment is laid out along parallel walls; increase this dimension to 5 feet
if the kitchen is U-shaped.Room dimensions. The ratio of room length to width should be no
more than two to one. Overall size varies from 5 feet by 5 feet for a small foyer to 20 feet by 30
feet or larger for a living room. In general, the bigger the room, the higher the ceiling should
be.Walls. Allow a thickness of ½ foot for both interior and exterior walls. If the walls are masonry,
allow 1 foot.When drawing plans for a two-story house, trace the structural elements of the



ground floor, then use the outline to draw the rooms on the second floor.Architects and Other
Outside AidsA home is the most expensive possession that a family is ever likely to own. On the
average, it takes a healthy, energetic couple a year or more of full-time labor to put up a relatively
modest house, and even then they will almost surely have to hire workmen for site clearance,
grading, and excavation. With so much time, labor, and money invested, it is vital that the house
plans be accurate and sound. In most cases this means that outside design aid will have to be
enlisted.The most straightforward way to get help is to hire an architect. A good architect does
not come cheaply—a fee of 10 percent of the cost of a home is not unusual. One way to save
money is to have the architect make only a basic sketch, then let a contractor work out the
practical details. This procedure still gives you the benefit of the architect's ability to establish
lighting, space relationships, flow patterns, and environmental harmony.When choosing an
architect or contractor—or for that matter when doing your own designing—there is no substitute
for examining actual houses: no floor plan or rendition can replace the real thing. Visit all the
homes you can (most homeowners will be happy to show you around if you explain your
purpose), and note which homes give you a good feeling and which leave you with a negative
impression. Try to spot the features you like or dislike; sometimes the difference between a
desirable and undesirable home comes down to nothing more than carpeting, wallpaper, or
furniture. Before you pick an architect or contractor, quiz him closely; especially if you are
interested in energy efficiency, solar heating, or other special technology. Do not rely on verbal
assurances alone. Rather, ask the architect or contractor to show you examples of his
work.Inexpensive tools can aid in drawing floor plans and vertical views. A triangle makes it easy
to draw lines at right angles; an architect's scale lets you choose from 12 different scales that
automatically convert feet to inches; and a furniture template helps you indicate such items as
chairs, sofas, and shelves.Quadrille paper with four or five squares to the inch is handy for
sketching floor plans. If the side of each square in sketch is set to 1 ft., the area of each room
can be quickly determined by counting the number of squares it encloses.An alternative to hiring
an architect is to purchase standard plans. Magazines containing floor layouts and artist's
renderings are available at building supply dealers and magazine stores. After choosing a plan,
you can order complete blueprints for a few hundred dollars.Model of house can be constructed
out of foam core board or corrugated cardboard. Carefully draw the outlines of floor plans, house
sides, interior walls, and roof on the cardboard, then cut out pieces along outlines, including
doorways and windows, and put the model together with rubber cement or transparent tape.
With a little imagination you can place yourself in each room, sense how it feels, and make
design adjustments. By setting the model outdoors on a sunny day (or simulating the sun with a
high intensity lamp) you can tell how much natural lighting can be expected.Sources and
resourcesBooks and pamphletsChing, Francis D.K. Building Construction Illustrated. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1991.DeCristoforo, R.J. Housebuilding: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. New
York: Sterling Publishing, 1987.DiDonno, Lupe, and Phyllis Sperling. How to Design & Build Your
Own House. New York: Knopf, 1987.Kern, Barbara, and Ken Kern. The Owner-Built Homestead.



New York: Scribner's, 1977.Ramsey, Charles G., and Harold R. Sleeper. Architectural Graphic
Standards, 7th ed. New York: John Wiley, 1993.Shemie, Bonnie. Houses of Wood: Northwest
Coast. Plattsburgh, N.Y.: Tundra Books, 1994.Sherwood, Gerald H. and Stroh, Robert C., eds.
Wood Frame House Construction: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. New York: Sterling Publishing, 1992.
Uniform Building Code. Whittier, Calif.: International Conference of Building Officials,
1994.Wagner, Willis H. Modern Carpentry. South Holland, Ill.: Goodheart-Willcox, 1992.Walker,
Les, and Jeff Milstein. Designing Houses: An Illustrated Guide. Woodstock, N.Y.: Overlook
Press, 1979.Wood Frame House Building. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books, 1991.Preparing
the SiteCarving Your Homestead From the WildernessA small cabin on a minimal foundation
normally needs little site preparation. For a larger home, however, the work of clearing the land,
leveling a building site, developing an access road, excavating, and laying a foundation
sometimes requires as much labor, time, and expense as erecting the house itself. Pioneer
settlers, lacking power machinery, searched for building sites that required a minimum of
preparation. Though such sites are scarce today, the loss is more than offset by modern
techniques and equipment that permit the development of lands that the pioneers would have
been forced to pass up.Planning and PreparationThe job of site development starts in the winter,
when trees are bare and the features of the terrain are clearly visible. This is the time of year to
lay out your plans in detail. It is also the time to cut and haul away any trees that have value as
lumber or firewood.Start actual clearing as soon as possible after the spring thaw, when the
ground is firm and dry: land cleared later in the year seldom develops enough ground cover to
prevent erosion. The initial stages require only hand tools—a chain saw, an ax, and a brush
hook. Later, heavy equipment must be brought in for grading and excavation. A rented gasoline-
powered chipper is useful for shredding brush; the chips make excellent mulch for gardening,
landscaping, and erosion control. If you have the time and energy, hand clearing has advantages
over machinery: far greater numbers of trees and shrubs can be left undisturbed, and there will
be less damage to the natural features of the surrounding area. Hand clearing also saves money
and gives you additional time to plan the final construction.Surveying the site, grading the land,
and excavating the foundation and drainage field are jobs for professionals unless you happen
to have experience in this type of work. A home is too important to risk the consequences of trial-
and-error learning, so assess your abilities fairly before you begin.The Four Stages of Site
Development1. Start clearing in winter by cutting down trees that are on the building site. Winter
is the best season for logging, since wood is driest and snow on the ground eases the job of
hauling. Leave 3-ft. stumps to ease the job of removing them later.2. Wait until spring, when the
ground is fully thawed, to pull stumps. Use animals or a mechanical aid, such as a winch, unless
they are to be removed by bulldozer. Ordinary cars and trucks do not have enough traction for
the job.3. Erect batter boards to mark building lines and excavation boundaries. Simple
foundation trenches can be dug by hand, but a powered backhoe with an experienced operator
is usually more economical in the long run.4. Pouring a foundation is the last step before
construction begins. You will need plenty of assistance, since the job is long and difficult even if



you hire a cement mixer. For maximum strength the entire footing should be poured at one
time.It takes two to survey. The assistant (right) will point to a spot. When that spot is in line with
the surveyor's scope, the assistant will measure its height above ground. That height, minus the
height of the scope, will give the ground elevation where the pole stands.Sources and
resourcesBureau of Naval Personnel. Basic Construction Techniques for Houses and Small
Buildings Simply Explained. New York: Dover, 1972.Church, Horace K. Excavation Handbook.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980.DiDonno, Lupe, and Phyllis Sperling. How to Design and Build
Your Own House. New York: Knopf, 1987.Nichols, Herbert L. Moving the Earth: The Workbook of
Excavation. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.Clearing the Land and Building an Access RoadThe
job of site development starts with clearing the land and constructing an access road. There was
a time when this work was accomplished with the sweat and muscle of animals and men, but
today the fastest and cheapest method is to hire a bulldozer run by an experienced operator.
Prepare in advance for the job of clearing by marking features that might affect the grading of the
site and access road on your development map. Also rent a builder's level and measuring rod;
you will need them to make sure that the building site and access road are graded to the proper
angles.Tree removal should be thought out carefully. Generally speaking, stands of native
hardwoods are more valuable than evergreens and should receive priority if a choice has to be
made to cut one type or the other. An exception would be a case where dense evergreens can
serve as a windbreak or where diseased hardwoods may eventually fall and damage the house.
Trees less than 4 inches in diameter, along with brush and under-growth, usually can be cleared
away with little worry. Consult a forester, however, before removing large numbers of bigger
trees; he can help you work out a plan for gradual removal that will allow the remaining growth to
adjust to altered water-table characteristics. Use paint or plastic ribbon to distinguish trees that
are to be removed; mark trees that are to be saved with paint or ribbon of another color. Trees
that are cut should be carried away as lumber or sawed into firewood and left to season. Stack
firewood nearby, between standing trees; it will be easier to haul after it is seasoned.Access
roads should be 10 feet wide or more—a wide road will last longer than a narrow one because
wear and tear is spread over a larger surface. Grade all curves to an inside radius of 30 feet for a
car, 45 feet if large vehicles, such as oil trucks, will use the road. A turnaround at a garage or
dead end should be a minimum of 30 feet by 40 feet. Drivers must have at least one car length of
unobstructed vision at all points along the road, so foliage should be kept low along curves.
Similarly, trim trees and shrubs far enough back from the shoulders to prevent them from
interfering with Traffic. Try, however, to leave a screen of foliage for soil control, privacy, and
encouragement of wildlife.If a road is being put in on a steep slope, do not cut it directly uphill.
Instead, traverse the slope by following the contour lines. Slope gradients should be no more
than 10 percent (a 1-foot rise for every 10 feet in length) to minimize vehicle strain and road
damage from braking and wheel spinning. In order to prevent landslides, embankments should
be smoothed back to their angles of repose–the point at which a given material ceases to slide
downhill of its own accord. (See p.21.) Incorporate gutters, ditches, and culverts into the



roadway to minimize erosion, mud formation, and frost heaving.Road surfaces of dirt, gravel, or
crushed rock are adequate in most parts of the country although occasional routine
maintenance will be necessary. Regrading and smoothing require little more than hard work and
often can be accomplished with the simple homemade equipment shown below.Homemade
tools for gradingFresno scraper, for moving loose dirt and gravel, is made from 55-gal. drum cut
in half with ends left intact. Bolt or weld a blade of ½-in.-thick steel along bottom edge, and add
braced handle made of 2 × 4's or thick poles.Drainage ditches and culvert pipe carry storm
runoff away from roadway and help prevent washouts caused by water streaming down from
hillsides. Additional protection against erosion is provided by making center of road higher than
edges. The standard crown for a dirt road has a rise of ½ in. per foot of road width.Buck scraper
smooths high spots left by fresno. Use sturdy 2 × 12's for buckboard, ¼-in.-thick steel for blade,
strap iron for bracing. Handle is bent iron pipe. Operator stands on trailer board, applies
pressure to handle to regulate blade.Taking elevations with a builder's level1. Mount builder's
level on tripod and adjust until bubble is stable throughout 360° rotation of telescope. Measure
height of scope above the ground.2. Have assistant hold measuring rod at point where elevation
reading is desired, then sight rod through scope. Rod marking, minus scope height, is
elevation.3. Take elevations of surrounding points by rotating telescope; tripod must remain
fixed. In each case, subtract scope height from rod reading to obtain result.Laying the
Groundwork Gets You StartedAfter the building site has been cleared and leveled, actual
construction can begin. The first step is to set up accurate building lines to mark the structure's
peri meter. Once that is accomplished, the area can be excavated for the foundation. Start by
setting the corner stakes, which identify the exact locations of each corner of the proposed
building. Make these stakes of 2 × 2 lumber, 2 to 3 feet in length, and sharpen their ends
symmetrically to keep them from twisting when driven into the ground. Drive the first stake so
that it is centered over the spot selected for the first corner of the building. Locate the second
corner by measuring from the first, then drive another stake into the ground at that spot. The two
stakes define the corners, length, and position of one side of the building. The other corners and
sides can now be found by measuring out from the established corners according to the ground
plan of the building. Each time a new corner is established, drive a stake into the ground to mark
it. Square or rectangular structures require only four corner stakes. If the building is L-shaped or
has additional projections, stake out a central rectangle, then lay out the extensions.Precise right
angles are essential throughout. One method of achieving them, explained in Step 1 at right, is
to use the Pythagorean theorem. Another way is to build an oversize try square in the shape of a
right triangle; construct it from a metal angle iron or from lumber carefully selected for
straightness. Place the square at a known corner of the site so that one arm lies along the
established straight line and the other arm extends at right angles to it in the direction of the
corner location you wish to find. Measure along this arm to establish the new corner.The corner
stakes are usually removed during excavation, since their locations normally place them in the
path of any foundation trenches that must be dug. In order to keep a permanent record of their



location, horizontal boards known as batter boards are set up on stakes several feet outside the
site at each corner. The boards are then notched with saw cuts so that strings stretched
between them will intersect directly over the corner stakes. Batter boards are used to record
other information as well, such as excavation boundaries and footing widths, and are generally
left in place throughout most of the building process.Setting Corner Stakes and Batter Boards1.
Locate corner stakes at right angles to known building lines with help of Pythagorean formula.
Stakes A and B mark corners of known line x. Length of side y is specified in plans. Compute
length of z by adding together square of side x and square of side y; z equals the square root of
sum . Now attach tape equal in length to z to stake A and another tape equal in length to y to
stake B. The point on the ground where both tapes are stretched tight when held together is
correct spot for C.2. Complete corner stake layout by using methods described in Step 1 to
locate remaining stake. Check final rectangle by stretching tape between diagonally opposite
stakes: both diagonals should be equal. Next step is to erect batter boards. Set central batter
board stakes 6 ft. behind corner stakes along extended diagonals. Use homemade oversize try
square built of metal or lumber to locate the remaining batter board stakes, and drive them about
6 ft. from each central stake, making sure they are parallel to the building lines.3. Horizontal 1 ×
6's complete the batter board assemblies. Set up a builder's level, and have an assistant hold a
measuring rod at the highest corner stake. Sight to the rod, and record the difference (D)
between the rod reading and the minimum height of the foundation above grade. Next, have the
assistant hold the rod alongside each batter board stake in turn. In each case sight to the rod,
subtract the distance D, and mark the stake at that point. Nail on the 1 × 6's with their top edges
touching the marks.4. Record location of building corners by stretching twine between batter
boards so that their intersections fall directly over the centers of the corner stakes. Achieve
precise alignment by hanging plumb bob from intersections as shown. (Use thumb-tacks to mark
centers of stakes.) Make saw cuts in batter boards to establish twine locations permanently, and
note on boards which corner each cut represents. Stretch twine and make cuts to record other
information, such as excavation boundaries.Excavating for a Firm FoundationExcavation for the
foundation can begin as soon as the building lines are established. Be sure to dig deep enough
so that the base, called the footing, will be safely below the level of frost penetration. Freezing
ground expands and can crack an improperly laid foundation. Local building authorities can
provide you with precise specifications for building safe foundations in your area. You should
also consult a government soil engineer who will analyze the type of ground upon which your
site is located and determine its weight-bearing ability, drainage characteristics, and other
factors that influence the kind of foundation best suited to that spot.Power shovels and backhoes
are the most efficient and economical tools, for excavation unless the amount of digging is very
small. Try to hire equipment and operators by the job rather than by the day or hour so that you
do not have to pay for wasted time due to problems and delays that are not your fault. Be sure
that the plans for digging are fully understood by the excavator beforehand, and be there
yourself when the work is performed. To lessen the chance of cave-ins, which are not only



potentially dangerous but also time-consuming to repair, have the scooped-out earth placed at
least 2 feet from the rim of the excavation. Topsoil should be stripped from the site and piled in a
separate area to prevent it from becoming mixed with the subsoil. (Mixing would change the
vitally important drainage and weight-bearing characteristics of the subsoil. The topsoil can be
used later for landscaping.) The excavation itself should extend at least 3 feet beyond the
building lines to give space for such work as manipulating building forms and laying concrete
block. Do not backfill the excavation until the entire foundation is laid and the floor of the building
has been attached; only then will the foundation walls be well enough braced to eliminate any
danger of collapse. It is also important that the excavation be no deeper than called for in the
plans, since refilling to the correct level does not restore the weight-bearing capacity of the
original undisturbed soil upon which the foundation rests.Bracing for trenchesLight bracing
(above) consists of vertical planks placed at 3- to 5-ft. intervals, held apart by cross-pieces. For
heavy bracing (right) set planks almost side by side. Horizontal walers tie planks together and
distribute pressure. Nailing is not necessary; wedging holds boards tight.There is always plenty
of trimming to be done with hand shovels, so be safety conscious. Do not let debris collect in
and around excavations. Use a ladder to avoid jumping in and out of trenches, and do not work
so near a partner that you risk injuring each other with your tools. Brace all trenches more than 4
feet deep with boards placed vertically along the banks. For added strength, especially if heavy
equipment is used nearby, install crosspieces that span the width of the trench between the
vertical boards. If possible, slope the sides of the excavations back to their angles of repose.
Watch for cave-in signals: cracks developing nearby or earth trickling down the sides. And check
the site carefully after heavy rains or a weekend break.Common types of foundationsPerimeter
foundation made of poured reinforced concrete, masonry block, or stone is strong, provides
basement or crawl space, and conforms to most codes. Excavation and formwork are often
necessary, usually requiring heavy equipment.Concrete slab foundation of reinforced concrete
also serves as basement or ground floor and is especially suited to passive heat storage in solar
designed buildings. Steep site or high water table may preclude use.Wooden pole foundation
made of logs, ties, or telephone poles leaves underside of building exposed but requires little
excavation and is good for steep sites and remote areas. Pole foundations are not suitable on
soft ground.Concrete pier foundation is inexpensive and needs little excavation. Piers are
suitable on steep sites but do not provide the anchoring strength of perimeter or slab
foundations. Piers can be either precast or poured.Suitability of various soils for
buildingFoundation is only as strong as the earth beneath it; chart gives key characteristics of
common soils. Frost action refers to amount of frost heaving that can be expected.Converting
Trees Into LumberProcessing Your Timber Into Hand-Hewn Beams And Top-Grade
LumberHorsepower is often the best way to log rugged timberland.Making your own lumber is
practical and economical. You not only save the cost of buying wood but of having it delivered.
You can cut your lumber to the sizes you need rather than shaping your projects to the sizes
available. And you can use your timber resources to the fullest, harvesting trees when they are



mature, converting the best stock into valuable building or woodworking material, and burning
imperfect or low-quality wood in your fireplace.Most important of all is the quality of the wood
you get. Air-dried lumber of the type demanded over the years by furnituremakers, boatbuilders,
and other craftsmen is rare and expensive—lumbermills today dry their wood in kilns rather than
wait for years while it seasons in the open. The lumber you cut and stack yourself can match the
finest available and in some cases may be your only means of obtaining superior wood or
specially cut stock at a reasonable cost. You may even be able to market surplus homemade
lumber to local craftsmen.For best lumber and greatest yield per log, select trees with smooth,
straight trunks at least 1 ft. in diameter. Trees that have branches at the top only are best, since
limbs cause knots in finished boards. Avoid hollow trees or trunks with splits; both probably
signal extensive interior decay.The Lumbermen's ToolsMany home-lumbering tools are available
from hardware stores. Some, however, such as froes, broadaxes, and adzes, are manufactured
by only a few firms and are difficult to find. Wooden mallets can be homemade; log dogs can be
fashioned from steel reinforcing rod (rebar) sharpened at both ends.Logs and Logging
TechniquesOnce a tree has been felled and trimmed of limbs (see Wood as a Fuel, p.84), it is
generally hauled elsewhere for conversion into boards. Trunks that are too long or heavy to move
must be bucked into sections. Make your cuts near crooks or defects to preserve good board
wood. Log lengths may range from 2 to 16 feet, depending on intended use and your ability to
haul them.A good deal of lumbering is still done with horses, especially in hilly areas
inaccessible to motor vehicles or where there is a risk of environmental damage. Horses are
ideal when only a few trees are being culled or where forest growth is dense. In flat country a
four-wheel-drive vehicle with tire chains can be more efficient. Buy a good tree identification
handbook (see Sources and resources, p.24), and use it to identify your trees so that you will
know what you are cutting. Pay particular attention to bark characteristics, since logging is often
done in winter, when there are no leaves. (Logs can be moved more easily on snow, and winter-
cut logs season better.)Tips on buckingPlan bucking cuts to avoid wasting wood. Group defects
together to minimize scrap; allow only enough extra length for trimming logs to final board
dimensions.Hauling logsHorses and oxen are versatile haulers, good in deep woods or over
rough terrain. Shovellike skidding pan or heavy sledge with spikes holds log end and eases the
job. Tongs or hooks on hauling chain grip the log. Keep the animal moving forward slowly and
steadily, and avoid following routes that take you along the side slopes of hills. Never haul logs
down an icy or steep grade; instead, unhook the log at the top of the slope and let it roll or slide
down.Use a log rule to estimate board feet. Varying scales exist, each yielding slightly different
results; the Doyle rule shown above is typical. To use a log rule, determine length of log,
measure diameter at small end, then read board feet directly from tables on rule corresponding
to those measurements.Using a vehicleFour-wheel-drive vehicle that has tire chains and power
winch is efficient but less maneuverable than a draft animal. Keep the vehicle away from deep
mud, heavy snow, and thick woods. Use a pulley chained to a tree to maneuver logs around
sharp turns. Pad the chain to prevent damage to tree trunk.Common woods for lumberBeech is



hard, strong, heavy, and shock resistant. It is good for furniture, floors, and woodenware and can
be steam bent. Beeches grow in all states east of the Mississippi River.Black cherry, or wild
cherry, is medium weight, strong, stiff, and hard.Straight-grained cherry is excellent for making
furniture or cabinets. It grows in the eastern United States.Black walnut is medium weight, has
beautiful grain, is easy to work, and is strong and stable. Reserve this wood for special paneling
and furniture. It grows throughout the United States.Douglas fir is light, easy to work, and very
strong. A leading structural wood (building timber, plywood), it is also used for Christmas trees. It
grows on the Paci?c Coast and in the Rockies.Eastern red cedar is light, brittle, easy to work,
and decay resistant. It grows in the eastern two-thirds of the country and is used for fence posts
and as mothproof closet or chest lining.Eastern white pine is light, semisoft, easy to work but
strong, and has been used for everything from clapboards to furniture since colonial days. It
grows mostly in the northeastern United States.Northern red oak is tough and strong but heavy
and hard to work. It is excellent for use in timber framing and as flooring. It grows in the
northeastern third of the United States.Shagbark hickory is strong, tough, and resilient, making it
ideal for tool handles and sports equipment. It can be steam bent. Hickory grows in most of the
eastern and central United States.Shortleaf or yellow pine is a tough softwood with good grain.
Formerly used for sailing ship masts and planking, it makes good clapboards.Sugar maple,
excellent for furniture, floors, and woodenware, is hard, strong, easy to work, and extremely
shock resistant. It grows in New England and the north-central United States.Western white
pine, similar to Eastern, resists harsh weather and is a good board wood for house frames and
panels. It grows best in the mountains of the northwestern United States.White oak is similar to
red but stronger and more resistant to moisture. It can be steam bent and is often used in boats.
It grows in the eastern United States from Canada to the Gulf.White spruce is light, strong, and
easy to work. It can be used for house framing and paneling but is not decay resistant. It grows in
the northern United States from Maine to Wisconsin.Yellow birch is heavy, hard, and strong, with
a close, even grain. It is excellent for furniture, interior work, and doors. It is easy to work. It grows
in the Northeast and the north-central states.All About Boards, Beams, Shingles, and
ShakesMaking lumber is simpler than most people realize. A chain saw and lumbermaking
adapter are almost indispensable accessories if you plan to make boards. The chain saw can
also be used to make beams and heavy building timbers, but you may wish to hew these by
hand instead. The broadax is the traditional tool for hand-hewing; however, an ordinary utility ax
costs less, is more widely available, and will perform almost as well. Of course, axes and chain
saws are potentially dangerous tools and should be used with extreme caution. To split shakes
and shingles, a special tool called a froe is needed. Froes are available from a few specialty
hardware suppliers or they can be made by a blacksmith from a discarded automobile leaf
spring. The key to making shingles is not your tools but the wood you use. Choose only straight-
grained wood of a kind noted for its ability to split cleanly, such as cedar, oak, and
cypress.Seasoning is probably the most important step in making your own lumber. During this
stage the wood is slowly air dried until ready for use. Freshly cut lumber must be stacked



carefully to permit plenty of air circulation between boards; at the same time it must be protected
from moisture, strong sunlight, and physical stresses that can cause warping. Done properly,
drying by air produces boards that are superior in many ways to the kiln-dried stock sold at most
lumberyards. Air drying is a gradual process that does not involve the high temperatures used in
kiln drying, and the wood cells are able to adjust to the slow loss of moisture without damage,
toughening as they dry and shrink and actually becoming stronger than when fresh. Moreover,
sap and natural oils, which do not evaporate as quickly as water, remain in the wood for long
periods of time, further assisting curing. Air-dried lumber is not only strong but also durable,
attractive, highly resistant to moisture damage, and well conditioned against seasonal shrinkage
and swelling caused by changes in humidity.Lumbermaking With a Chain SawChain saw can be
used without guide to rip logs into boards, but skill and practice are needed to cut long lengths.
Raise log off ground to avoid blade damage and kickback; wedges in cut prevent blade from
being pinched.Pitsawing was once the standard method for making boards, and it can still be
used. Place the log on trestles or over a pit. The upper man stands on the log, starts the saw cut
with short strokes, then continues cutting by pushing the saw blade down from shoulder height
(a heavy saw works best). Lower man guides saw and returns blade but does no actual
cutting.Simple adapter attaches to chain bar; 2 × 4 nailed along length of log acts as guide for
making straight cuts. Support log off ground; attach and test entire assembly before starting saw.
Reposition board after each cut.Portable chain-saw mill, best manned by two men, cuts
horizontally, permitting operation with log on ground. Rollers keep saw blade level and adjust
vertically to make boards of different thicknesses. Mill fits any chain saw.How to Slice a
LogQuality of lumber varies depending upon what part of the tree it comes from. Innermost
heartwood is relatively weak; use it only for heavy timbers and thick planks. Best boards come
from surrounding area. Avoid using extreme outer sapwood next to the bark. Lumber cut so that
rings are perpendicular to the sawn sides of the board when viewed from the end is less likely to
warp. Boards whose ends show curving lines tend to cup as they dry.Two basic ways to cut
boards are plainsawing (slicing through the full diameter of the log) and quartersawing (cutting
the log into quarter sections before ripping it into boards). Plainsawing yields the widest boards
and the most lumber per log; quartersawing yields less lumber, but boards are of higher
quality.Sources and resourcesBooksCollingwood, G.H., and Warren D. Brush. Knowing Your
Trees. Washington, D.C.: The American Forestry Association, 1984.Constantine, Albert, Jr.
Know Your Woods. New York: Scribner's, 1975.Hoadley, R. Bruce. Understanding Wood.
Newtown, Conn.: Taunton Press, 1987.Schiffer, Herbert, and Schiffer, Nancy. Woods We Live
With. Atglen, Pa.: Schiffer Publishing, 1977.Seymour, John. The Forgotten Crafts. New York:
Knopf, 1984.Sloane, Eric. An Age of Barns. New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1990.Sloane, Eric. A
Museum of Early American Tools. New York: Ballantine Books, 1985.Soderstrom, Neil.
Chainsaw Savvy. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Morgan & Morgan, 1984.Underhill, Roy. The Woodwright's
Shop. Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1981.Wittlinger, Ellen. Noticing
Paradise. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1995.Hand-Hewing a BeamSquaring a log into a beam is



easier if you use green freshly cut timber. You can also save a lot of extra labor by hewing the
logs where they have fallen instead of hauling them to a separate site. Before you begin, be sure
to clear the area of all brush and low-hanging branches that might interfere with your ax
work.Choose logs that are only slightly thicker than the beams you wish to hew. Judge this
dimension by measuring the small end of the log. Place the log on wooden supports (notched
half-sections of firewood logs will do) with any crown, or lengthwise curve, facing up. The two
straightest edges of the log should face the sides. Do not remove the bark; its rough surface
helps hold the ax to the mark and also diminishes your chances of striking a glancing blow with
possibly dangerous results. It is not always necessary to square off all four sides of a log. Old-
time carpenters often hewed only two sides, and sometimes, as in the case of floor joists found
in many old houses, they smoothed off only one. Rafters, in fact, were often left completely
round.1. Scribe timber dimensions on log ends. Cut notches for chalk line; attach line and snap it
to mark sides.2. Notch logs with utility ax. Make vertical cuts at 4-in. intervals to depth of chalk
line marks.3. Hew sides with broadax. Keep ax parallel to log, and slice off waste by chopping
along chalk marks.4. Smooth hewn surface with adz if desired. Straddle beam and chop with
careful blows of even depth.Splitting shingles and shakesBillets are log sections from which
shakes and shingles are split. Use straight-grained logs, 2 ft. or more in diameter, with no knots.
Cut logs into 1½ to 2-ft. lengths for shingles; for shakes use 2½- to 4-ft. lengths. (Longer
clapboards can also be split but only from exceptionally well-grained timber.) To make cedar
billets, split off outside edges of log section to form squared block. Split block in half, then halve
each piece again. Continue until all pieces are of desired thickness. With oak, split the log first
into quarters, then radially. Discard heart and outermost sapwood. Cypress and pine are
quartered, like oak, then split along the grain at a tangent to the growth rings.To make shingles
with a froe, rest billet on a stump. Drive froe blade into top of log using a heavy wooden mallet or
homemade maul. Twist blade to split wood by pulling handle toward you.To make wood shakes
(oversize shingles), brace billet in fork of tree or other improvised holder. Stand behind upper
limb of fork, drive froe into wood, and twist blade to start split. Then slide the froe farther down
into the crack while holding the split wood apart with your free hand. If the split starts to shift off-
center, turn wood around so that opposite side of billet rests against upper limb of fork, and
continue twisting with froe.Seasoning and Stacking LumberCommercial lumber mills season
new wood in ovens, called kilns, to dry it quickly. Seasoning wood by exposing it to the open air
will do the job as well or better, but the process takes much longer—at least six months for
building lumber and a year or more for cabinetmaking stock. A traditional rule of thumb is to let
wood air dry one year for every inch of board thickness.The best time of year to begin seasoning
new lumber is in the early spring, when the dryness of the cool air coupled with the windiness of
the season combine to produce optimal drying conditions. A spring start also permits the curing
process to continue uninterrupted for as long as possible before freezing winter temperatures
temporarily halt evaporation. Set aside or build a sheltered area such as a shed (it may be no
more than a roof set on poles) to protect the wood from harsh weather and direct sunlight. Seal



the ends of each newly cut board with paint or paraffin to prevent checking, and stack the
lumber in one of the ways shown below so that it receives adequate ventilation and support.
Place the poorest quality pieces on the top and bottom of the pile, where weather damage and
warping is greatest. Date and label each stack for future reference.Flat stack lumber that will
remain undisturbed for long periods. Place 4 × 4's on floor or on ground treated with pesticide.
Lay boards side by side, 1 to 2 in. apart, then stack in layers separated by 1-in.-thick wood
strips.Pole stack saves labor and space, requires less foundation, and allows lumber to shed
rainwater. Lean boards against pole support so they are nearly vertical, crisscross pieces for
maximum exposure of surfaces.End stack is used only for nearly seasoned wood because it
provides limited air circulation. Lean boards against wall or frame with spaces between boards
at bottom. Boards can be removed without disturbing pile.Building a Log CabinAn American
Symbol, Whether Pioneer Shack Or Kit-Built MansionLog cabins have long symbolized the
American pioneering spirit and love of independence—and with good reason. Made from
inexpensive, locally available materials, they are well suited to homesteaders of any era. For the
early settlers, most of whom were neither woodsmen nor carpenters, they provided sturdy,
economical housing that did not demand expert skills or require scarce materials and tools. In
colonial days trees were plentiful and free. A rough cabin of logs and split lumber shakes or
shingles could be put up quickly by one or two people using little more than an ax. Such a
structure would last a lifetime; some survive after more than two centuries. Nowadays, cabins
are still comparatively economical to build, and with the help of modern techniques and
materials they can be made to last even longer. When putting up a log cabin from scratch, the
greatest investment remains time and labor rather than trees and tools. But another option also
exists: instead of cutting and peeling your own logs, you can buy an entire log cabin kit complete
with precut logs.Traditional log-building methods were brought here from Scandinavia. The first
American log cabins were probably built by Finnish colonists at New Sweden, near the mouth of
the Delaware River, in 1638. By the 1800s log cabins were common from the Atlantic to
California and from Alaska to the Southwest. Only a few decades ago cabins were still being
built by traditional methods in backwoods areas of the United States and Canada. The chain
saw, however, has ended the need for many centuries-old skills, and few men exist today who
can notch logs with an ax as skillfully as their grandfathers once did.Most early log cabins
consisted of only one room. Ease of construction plus availability of timber contributed to the
enormous popularity of log cabins in colonial America. In turn, log cabins helped make possible
the settlement of lands from New England west to the Great Plains.Hewn-beam cabins are a
refinement of the round-log style. Flush notches permitted installation of exterior siding. The
interior was often plastered over as well, hiding the log work completely.Choosing Trees and
Preparing LogsEvergreens—pine, fir, cedar, spruce, and larch—make the best cabin logs. You
will need about 80 logs for an average one-room cabin. Should you decide to cut your own, be
sure of your logging skills and your ability to transport the logs out of the forest. Select trees that
are about equal in age, thickness, and height. Look for stands that are dense but not crowded



and are located on level land. Avoid trees with low limbs. Good building logs should be between
8 and 14 inches in diameter. Once you select a size, all should be approximately the same. Logs
should be straight and free of structural or insect damage. Allow at least 4 feet extra per log so
that the ends can project beyond the corner notches.Cutting is best done in winter when the sap
is out of the wood: the logs weigh less, season faster, and resist decay better. In addition,
hauling is easier and less damage will be done to the environment, since the ground will be
frozen and foliage will be at a minimum.Logs with the bark removed dry faster and are less
susceptible to insect damage. Peeling logs with a drawknife or spud (see opposite page) is
easiest when logs are freshly cut. Stack logs off the ground to prevent warpage and decay. Let
them season three to six months.A note on safetyWorking with logs requires you to be alert and
safety conscious. The building site is likely to be uneven, and both materials and equipment are
heavy and awkward to handle. Tools such as axes and chain saws are dangerous, especially in
inexperienced hands. Wear protective clothing, boots, and safety glasses. Do not take
chances.The Tools You Will NeedProper tools make the job of building a log cabin much easier
and help achieve a high level of craftsmanship. Shown at right are some of the tools needed. In
addition, you should have an assortment of basic carpenter's tools, including a handsaw,
chisels, measuring tools, and sharpening equipment. A small winch can save a good deal of
sweat and strain, and you will also need a chain or a stout rope. Traditional log-building tools are
usually hard to find and expensive if bought new or from antique dealers. Begin collecting the
ones you will need well in advance. Farm auctions, flea markets, and tag sales are possible
sources. If you are buying a chain saw, get one with an instant chain brake and a 16- to 20-inch
bar. Learn how to use it safely, keep it sharp at all times, and always wear protection for your ears
and eyes.Foundation and SitingAlthough the pioneers often built their cabins directly on the
ground, it is better to build on a raised foundation for protection against both termites and damp
rot. The crawl space beneath the floor can be used for storage, wiring, plumbing, and under-the-
floor insulation. One type of foundation, shown at right, consists of reinforced concrete piers
strategically placed around the perimeter of the building and beneath important floor girders.
Other possibilities are the concrete slab foundation or stone masonry block foundations of the
type shown on page 38 (Building With Adobe) and on page 46 (Building a Stone House). Stone
is the traditional foundation material. Piers can be of wood rather then concrete. Use log posts of
black locust or treated cedar set into the ground on stone or concrete pads.Locate your cabin in
a sheltered, well-drained area, and design it to take advantage of the sun's changing angle
throughout the seasons. Make batter boards to mark the corners of the site and stretch string
between them to form the exact outline of the foundation. Consult standard building texts for
complete advice.Sill logs are notched flat and drilled so tops of piers will seat firmly and take
rebar anchors. Compensate for log taper by alternating wide and narrow ends when building
walls. Termite flashing should also be inserted in any area where this insect poses a problem.
Concrete piers can be faced with stone to make them attractive; leave wooden piers
exposed.Log builders' tools: a basic kit includes such old-fashioned tools as a broadax as well



as modern implements.Piers are set in holes dug below frost line. If ground is firm, a 6-in.-thick
pad of concrete can be poured directly into hole bottoms without use of a form. Piers themselves
require forms. Tubular cardboard forms can be purchased from building suppliers. Tops of all
piers should be even with each other and rise at least 18 in. above grade.Ordinary garden hose
with 6 in. of clear tubing in each end can be used to find equal heights above grade level at
widely separated points. Attach one end of hose to reference point, the other to new location. Fill
end near reference point with water until water reaches mark. Water level at the other end will
then be at same height.Tight-Fitting Notches Mean Sturdy WallsWell-made notches lock wall
logs in place and prevent water from collecting inside the joints. They involve as little cutting
away of wood as possible to avoid weakening the logs. Many builders spike the logs together at
the joints, but spiking is not necessary for the types of joints shown here. Except in chinkless
construction, shown on page 33, notches are generally cut so that a 1- to 2-inch gap remains
between parallel logs. This makes chinking easier and more durable.Round notch is easy to
make and very effective, especially when combined with the chinkless construction method. It is
a Scandinavian technique and represents one of the earliest notching styles. A sturdy pair of
wing dividers with a pencil attached to one leg is essential for scribing a perfect joint. To make
the notch, follow the step-by-step procedure shown at right.V-notch is one of the favorite styles
in the Appalachian Mountains. It can be cut with only an ax—the fit is accomplished by trial and
error. By adding a carpenter's square to your tools, perfect first-try joints can be made.Chamfer
and notch, probably of German origin, is a more complex notching style but has the advantage
of holding the logs in two directions. It is often found on hewn-beam cabins. Since there is no
projection beyond the notches, the logs form a flush corner that can be easily covered with
clapboard siding. In many parts of the country this notch is called the half-dovetail.Cutting a
chamfer and notch1. Hew sides of log parallel. Then mark slope to angle from top of one side,
about one-third of way down other side. Remove wood with ax.2. Place second log on top of first
as shown, its end flush with side. Hold ruler along bottom log and scribe slope line on both sides
of top log.3. Hold ruler against vertical face of lower log and scribe line on upper log so that it
intersects slope line. Scribe both sides and end of log.4. Hew or saw wood from scribed area.
Avoid too deep a cut. Carefully trim for a snug fit, then scribe and cut new slope in top log as
before.5. Chamfer-and-notch style is intricate— careful measuring and skillful cutting are
required. Results, however, are attractive and durable.Scribing and cutting a round notch1. Place
log at corner. Set dividers to space between logs. Scribe top log on both sides by drawing
dividers over surface of lower log.2. Roll log over and pin in place with log dogs. If you are unable
to buy log dogs, you can fashion your own from rebar (reinforcing bar).3. Rough out notch with
chain saw or ax. Deepen center and trim edges to scribed line with chisel. Roll log back into
place.4. Finished notches shed water, since they are cut only in underside of logs. Ends of logs
should project about 1 ½ ft. beyond corners.Hewing a V-notch with ax and square1. Mark 90°
angle on butt of log, then hew peak with ax or chain saw by removing wood outside of lines.
Keep sides straight. Check accuracy of cut with carpenter's square.2. Place next log on peak



and mark notch width by extending vertical lines upward. Then roll log 180° toward center of wall
and pin in place with log dogs.3. Cut V-notch by hewing wood from between side marks.
Maintain 90° cut, and roll log into proper position occasionally to check notch for solid fit.4. V-
notch on underside of one log fits over peak of log below. Experienced woodsmen can cut the
joint by eye, but using a square improves accuracy.Windows and Doors, Then Roof and
FloorsThe initial step in building a cabin is to prepare the site. Construction of the foundation,
walls, and roof comes next. One of the final jobs is to install the windows and doors. Although
windows and doors are among the last items completed, they must be planned from the first to
ensure that the rules of sound building design are followed. One rule is that wall openings for
doors and windows should be located away from corners. Another is that the openings must not
penetrate either the sill log or the top plate. Normally at least two logs should span the space
above a doorway or window, although in a small cabin with no upper loft the log below the plate
can be partially cut away.Cut out door and window openings after the walls are completed or
prepare them for cutting during the building process. Kit homes save on lumber by using logs
that have been precut to conform to the precise window and door openings specified in the
plans. Once the wall is up and the openings are made, use rough-cut commercial lumber to build
the frames. Since the bottom of a door frame serves as a threshold, it should be made of a
hardwood, such as oak. Notch and flatten the top and bottom logs, and then fit in the frame by
one of the methods shown below. Be sure to slope the flattened surface of the bottom log toward
the outside so that water can drain away. Allow several inches for settling between the frame and
the top log, and chink the gap with fiberglass insulation protected by metal flashing as shown
below. It is best to have the doors and windows on hand when the wall openings are
cut.Installing a splined frameFlatten log that will be at bottom of window, and mark width of
frame on it. As each log is laid in place, bore 1 ½-in. holes through it (left). Bore outside of the
mark on both sides of the opening. When top of frame is reached, attach 2 × 6 guides and saw
down through each log (right), cutting through the edge of the holes nearest the opening to form
vertical grooves.Splined frame fits in grooved opening. Chisel groove square or trim with tip of
chain saw. Assemble frames and nail 1 ½-in.-sq. strips along outside edges. Work frame into
place before attaching top log. Caulk gaps with sealer.Log walls may settle up to 4 in., so provide
an extra space allowance above openings. Fill the gap with fiberglass insulation that
compresses as logs descend. Install protective copper flashing on the top log above the
insulation for weather seal.Fitting a nailed frameNailed frame can be fitted after wall is
completed. Saw out opening to match frame dimensions. Allow extra room at top. Assemble
frame and nail it onto log ends through slotted frame sides to allow settling. Caulk with
sealer.Putting a Floor in Your CabinUnless your cabin is set directly on the ground, the floor must
be supported by joists. These are beams spanning the distance between sill logs or between
sills and a center floor girder if the distance between sills is more than 10 feet. The girder, like
the sills, must be supported by the foundation. Notch the sills (and girder) to take the joist ends
after the second round of logs is in place. All notches must be carefully cut to the same



depth.Logs for joists should be 6 to 8 inches in diameter and be hewn flat on top. Joists of 2 × 10
commercial lumber can also be used. They generally produce a more level floor and are just as
strong as logs. Space joists at even intervals, between 16 inches and 2 feet apart center to
center. The flooring itself consists of two layers: a subfloor and a finish floor. The subfloor can be
made of 1 × 8 tongue-and-groove lumber, ¾-inch plywood, or particle board. Traditionally, the
finish floor is made of wide pine planks; hardwood, such as oak or maple, will wear better,
however. Fasten the finish floor with cut nails for an authentic appearance. Or simulate a pegged
floor by countersinking screws and concealing them beneath dowel plugs. Tar paper is often
placed on the subfloor to prevent dampness. Insulation beneath the subfloor will cut down on
heat loss.Notch joists carefully into sill logs for a level floor. Use string and a line level to ensure
that bearing surfaces of all sill notches are at the same height. When cutting the ends of joists,
hew top surfaces flat, then measure down from the top and trim excess from beneath.
Commercial 2 × 10's can also be used as joists.Raising the Roof BeamsTwo traditional roof
styles—rafter and purlin—are illustrated at right. Rafter-style roofs require ceiling joists or tie
beams to prevent the walls from spreading outward, since the vertical load of the roof exerts
downward pressure at an angle on the cabin sides. Purlin roofs produce no spreading even
under tremendous snow loads because vertical pressure is not transferred at an angle but
instead is supported directly beneath by long horizontal logs resting on the end walls of the
cabin. Although tie beams are not required for the walls when a purlin roof is used, they are
generally installed anyway as parts of the trusses that support the purlins themselves. Without
trusses the purlins of any but small cabins may sag under their own weight.The first step in
making either style of roof is to install plates—large logs similar to sills that are notched to take
the ceiling joists, tie beams, or truss supports. The plates should also be notched to take the
rafter ends unless extra, courses of wall logs are to be added to form a second-story loft.Gable
ends rise to a peak at each end of the cabin. In a rafter-style roof they can be built after the rest
of the roof is completed. One type of gable consists of horizontal or vertical log sections spiked
together and trimmed to the angle of the roof pitch. Another kind, shown at right, is built like an
ordinary exterior frame wall. Panel the exterior of the gables with lumber siding or log slabs.
Gables for a purlin roof (also illustrated at right) are made of horizontal log sections spiked one
on top of another and notched to take each purlin as it is set in place during the building
sequence. Afterward, the angle of the roof pitch is marked and the log ends are trimmed off with
a saw, as illustrated on page 35.Details of roof constructionTraditional angle of roof pitch is 45°,
steep enough to shed snow from roofing. To determine rafter length (A), divide length of end wall
(B) by 1.4, then add additional 18 in. for trimming (more if an eave overhang is desired).Cut right-
angle notch in each rafter where it attaches to the plate. Vary the depth of the notches to
compensate for variations in rafter thicknesses. If the plate is uneven, notch it to equalize depths,
using level line as guide.To match rafter ends at peak when ridgepole is not used, overlap each
pair and saw both at once. Before cutting, make sure plate-notched ends are set correct
distance apart. Nail 1 × 6 collar tie across joint for extra strength.Raise preassembled rafter pairs



by resting ends on plate logs, then pushing peak upright with pole. Spike rafters to plate at
notches; brace until decking is installed. Permanent braces are required in windy or heavy snow
areas.Rafter-style roof with framed gable endsIn rafter-style roofs, plates are spiked or pegged
in place (far left). Install tie beams in plate notches cut on 2-ft. centers. For rafters use logs or 2 ×
8 lumber spaced 2 ft. apart. Notch rafters and spike to plate. Nail tops to ridgepole, or assemble
rafter pairs on ground and erect as units. Logs can be added above plates (near left) to increase
attic space.Roof pitch determines purlin location. Cut vertical posts to height of roof peak and
set them against center of end walls (far left). Stretch wire from posts to wall sides as a guide
when installing purlins and trimming final angle of gable ends. Allow for the fact that purlins will
be set in notches that are half their diameters. Support purlins with trusses every 12 ft. (near
left).Raising the WallsAfter the foundation has been laid and the sill logs and end logs that form
the base of the cabin have been set in place, the next step is to raise the walls. Decide before
starting how the floor will be built (see p.30), whether or not to use the chinkless method of
stacking the logs described on page 33, and also whether you will use short precut logs to frame
the window and door openings as the walls go up, or saw out these openings later from the solid
walls as builders of traditional cabins usually do.The basic steps in constructing the walls are
hoisting the logs into position, aligning them so that they are vertical and at right angles to each
other at the corners, and notching them so that they lock permanently in place. Since logs weigh
several hundred pounds each, lifting is best done with mechanical assistance. Two traditional
methods are shown below. Plenty of manpower helps too—not just to make the job easier but to
make it safer as well. Once a log is up it should be carefully positioned for notching with the help
of carefully aligned sighting poles driven into the ground a short distance from each corner. Sight
along the log's length to make sure its center is lined up with the poles.After a log is in place for
notching, scribe it at both ends, roll it over, and use log dogs to fasten it to neighboring logs while
you cut the notch. For safety, always roll logs toward the center of the wall. Most logs have a
crown, or slight bow along their length. This should face upward on the finished log so that as the
cabin settles the logs will flatten and their fit will improve. To keep walls level, alternate the wide
and narrow ends of the logs as shown. Use a plumb bob to check verticals and an oversized
square made from 2 × 4 lumber to make sure corners form right angles.Hoisting logs into
placeHauling logs to the top of the wall is a major undertaking. One common system uses a
block and tackle hung from the top of a gin-pole tripod. Another combines a block and tackle for
mechanical advantage with poles for leverage. Instead of a block and tackle, a so-called come-
along ratchet hoist can also be used. It is slow but can be operated safely by one person. A
come-along can also be used to draw wall logs tightly together.Inclined skids, a pioneer device,
can be used to roll logs upward. Skids should form a 30° angle and be notched at ends to hold
them in place on the wall. Tie ends of rope to a wall log already in place; pass center of rope
under the log being raised. Tie another rope to center of first rope, and haul on free end to roll
log up ramp. Have two persons guide the log, and never stand between the skids when hauling
the log upward.Alternate courses to keep the walls levelPrecise leveling of log walls is not



necessary. Compensate for the natural taper of logs and prevent the accumulation of large
errors by laying each course of logs so that the thick ends join the thin ends. Alternate the thick
and thin ends vertically as well to avoid high corners when the walls are completed.Working with
short logsShort logs can be lapped and spiked together end to end (left above) provided the
joint does not occur over a wall opening or beneath a joist or beam requiring support. Many kit
homes make use of this joint. The French-Canadian pioneers introduced the piéce-enpiéce
construction method (left below). Slotted vertical posts are used to anchor short horizontal logs
notched to fit the grooves. Piéce-en-piéce construction is excellent for building long walls, even
with small diameter logs. Be sure to provide a firm foundation. Horizontals may be pegged after
settling is completed.The Finishing Touches: Shakes and ChinkingRafters stand a few inches
above the sills they rest upon, with the result that there are narrow spaces between the top of the
wall and the underside of the roof. These spaces are generally filled with short segments of
lumber known as snowblocks, or birdstops. Fit them as shown in the illustration at upper right,
either between rafters or on each side of the plates. In warm areas the gaps are often screened
without being plugged in order to provide increased ventilation.Most cabin roofs are surfaced
with wooden shakes or shingles, materials that can either be purchased in a lumberyard or
made by hand (see Converting Trees Into Lumber, p.25). Standing-seam sheet-metal roofing or
asphalt shingles may also be used; both are long-lasting, durable, and attractive. Shakes are
slabs of wood split from straight-grained, knot-free sections of logs. They should be about ½
inch thick and 18 to 30 inches long. Shingles are thinner and less rough-hewn than shakes. Both
are traditionally made from cedar, oak, or cypress and must be completely seasoned before use;
otherwise splitting will occur at the nailing points as the wood shrinks. Shakes and shingles are
sold in lots called squares. Each lot contains four bundles, and each bundle will cover 25 square
feet of roof. Nail shakes and shingles along the roof in overlapping rows.Old-fashioned roofs
were not insulated. The shakes or shingles were nailed directly to the purlins running the length
of the roof or fastened to rows of furring strips nailed horizontally across the rafters. Skins or rugs
were sometimes placed on the floor of a full loft to retain heat in the lower room; the upper story
remained cold. Modern roofs are decked over, sealed with a moisture barrier to prevent
condensation, and completely insulated with urethane, styrofoam, rock wool, or fiberglass.
Openings for the chimney, stovepipe, and vent stack should be flashed with aluminum or copper
to prevent leaks. There are several methods of constructing insulated roofs; two of the most
common are shown below. Insulation requirements vary according to climate zones (see Making
Your House Energy efficient, pp.76–81).Two Ways to InsulateRigid insulation is more expensive
than the soft type but requires less lumber when it is being installed. Nail pine decking boards
across rafters. Cover with plastic moisture barrier. Lay insulation board over plastic. Nail 1 × 3
furring strips through insulation to rafters. Cover with shakes, shingles, or metal.Soft insulation is
laid in channels between spacers and is protected by plywood sheathing. Allow airspace as
shown. Lay plastic moisture barrier atop decking and toenail 2-in.-thick spacers through decking
to beams. Install insulation and sheathing, and cover with shakes, shingles, or other



roofing.Covering the RoofSnowblocks, also called birdstops, seal gaps between rafters along
the wall tops. Trim log sections or lumber to size; bevel to match roof pitch. Insulation can be
placed as shown. In warm climates screening is often installed instead of snowblocks.Start roof
with double row of shakes (or shingles) at bottom. Overlap each row, leaving exposed only a
third of length of shakes beneath. Space shakes ½ in. apart and use only two nails per shake.
Tar paper between rows reduces leakage.Use galvanized nails to fasten shingles at ridge cap.
Alternate the butt joints of top course shingles and blind-nail them as shown. For added moisture
protection install metal flashing over roof peak beneath final row of shingles.Chinking the
GapsUnless you have used the chinkless construction technique shown at right, your most
important finishing-up job will be to chink the gaps between logs. Traditionally, chinking was
done with clay and had to be repeated frequently until the logs were completely settled.
Fiberglass insulation, temporarily covered with strips of plastic and later chinked permanently
with mortar, saves labor and requires little additional maintenance.Once the cabin is
weathertight, other finishing projects may be completed at leisure. These include wiring,
plumbing, any interior partitions, wood stoves, fire-places, and chimneys. Interior log walls can
be covered with two coats of clear urethane varnish for a durable, washable finish. Spray the
exterior of the cabin with preservative every two to three years.First step in chinking is to pack
insulation between logs, cover it with metal lath, and seal it temporarily with strips of clear plastic
sheeting. After logs have seasoned (up to one year) apply mortar over lath. Use one part sand,
three parts Portland cement, plus a handful of clay or lime for a stickier mix. Repair chinking
periodically as logs settle.Tips on wiringPlan ahead for wiring. Chinkless construction and wiring
that runs beneath floors or drops from above may require boring holes through logs during
assembly. Wiring can also run behind baseboards and between logs. Bevel log ends to run wires
vertically behind a doorframe molding. Check local codes and have an electrician
supervise.Chinkless constructionChinkless notching eliminates gaps between logs, making
periodic chinking with clay or mortar unnecessary. Extra building time is needed, however, since
each log must be grooved and filled as it is laid in place. First, cut round notches in ends of top
log to approximate fit, allowing a gap of about 2 in. between it and lower log. Then, with dividers
or log scribing tool, scribe both sides of log, transferring contours of bottom log to underside of
top log. Finish cutting the round notches to the newly scribed lines, then make V-notch and
channel along the length of the log, using the scribed lines as a guide. Pack channel with
fiberglass insulation, and roll log into place on wall.Sources and resourcesBooksBerglund,
Magnus. Stone, Log and Earth Houses. Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1991.Hard, Roger. Build
Your Own Low-Cost Log Home. Charlotte, Vt.: Garden Way Publishing, 1985.National Plan
Service, Inc. Country Rustic Home Plans. Bensenville, III.: National Plan Service.Pearson, David.
Earth to Spirit: In Search of Natural Architecture. San Francisco: Chronicle Books,
1995.Underhill, Roy. The Woodwright's Shop: A Practical Guide to Traditional Wood-craft.
Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1981.OrganizationsLog House Builder's
Association of North America. 22203 S.R. 203, Monroe, Wash. 98272.Mrs. Dolores Hutchinson,



Cabin BuilderA Husband-and-Wife Team Takes On Alaska's ChallengeIn Alaska, where the
Hutchinsons built their log cabin from scratch, weathertight walls really count in the winter. Full
heating needs for the entire cabin are supplied by a single wood-burning stove.“My husband has
lived outdoors a lot and has built log cabins before, but this one was my first, and when we
began it I was a little bit afraid because I didn't know much about carpentry. I wondered whether I
would be strong enough or disciplined enough to finish the job. My biggest fear, as funny as it
may seem, was that the cabin would fall down! Thank goodness it never did. In fact, once you
get the feel of working with logs, building a cabin is a lot like building with the little toy log sets
that kids have.“It took us about three years to build the cabin because the building season up
here is so short. We had no unforeseen disasters and no injuries, except for a cut finger. I peeled
logs and did anything else I could to help. Let me tell you there really were a lot of logs. I got so I
hated the sight of them. The hardest task for my husband, I guess, was installing the ridgepoles
for the roof. That was very tricky.“We had a few arguments, mostly over some of his building
ideas. He wanted to cut vents close to the ceiling to let out moisture, and he also wanted to leave
space above and below the interior partition walls so that heat from our single wood stove would
circulate throughout the cabin. In spite of the way I felt then, I have to say now that his ideas
really turned out well. The vents work fine and the stove keeps the entire cabin warm even in the
coldest weather.“A log cabin really has a lot of charisma. It's very warm and mellow and feels like
a home right from the start. I'm very proud of what we've done. People stop by to look at the
cabin and ask us questions about how we made it, and I get a feeling that we've accomplished
something. I believe it's like a work of art, at least that's the way I like to think about something
we've worked so hard on—a real work of art.”Cabins in Kit Form Ready to AssembleIf you want
to build a log cabin but lack the manpower, skills, or time needed to start from scratch, your
answer may be a log cabin kit. Seasoned logs, already peeled, notched, and cut to sizes that
conform to standard designs or to your own custom plans, are available from a growing number
of commercial log-home manufacturers in this country and Canada. These kits are available in
varying degrees of completeness, from a simple shell of precut wall logs and roof beams to an
entire house in packaged form. Prehung windows and doors, finished flooring, roofing materials,
heating, plumbing, and even kitchen fixtures may be included.Arrange to have your kit delivered
after the foundation is completed, but place your order well in advance. Manufacturers usually
suggest that you leave at least six months between your order and the delivery date. All pieces
come individually marked to correspond with a coded set of plans and step-by-step building
instructions that are included with the kit. The logs are uniform in diameter and are usually milled
flat on two sides to make construction easier. Most manufacturers peel the logs by machine, but
a few provide hand-peeled logs for greater authenticity. Logs are notched and spiked together as
in traditional cabin building, and some manufacturers also include special steel rods for
strengthening the corners. Modern caulking or spline material is often used for weather sealing
between the logs and around door and window frames. Floors and roofs generally incorporate
standard-sized commercial lumber to simplify the construction job. If the design of your cabin



calls for exposed roof beams, however, log rafters and purlins are available as well. These are
usually supplied uncut; final notching and trimming are done at the site.Compared with a
conventionally framed house, the major potential savings in a log cabin kit are in labor costs,
since the buyer can do much of the work himself. Though the cost of materials for both types of
construction is about the same, log buildings require less finishing work–such as insulation,
paneling, and painting—and less upkeep than equivalent frame houses.A sense of warmth,
comfort, and security is part of the rustic charm that radiates from the interior of this kit log
home.Taking Delivery and Getting Started1. Be on hand when your kit arrives; delivery date is
usually guaranteed. Give driver complete directions to the site beforehand and make sure
access road can handle trailer truck. Have extra help on hand to unload logs. Stack logs near the
site in piles according to size or as plans direct. Protect logs from weather.2. Set center girder
and sill logs in place first, anchoring them to top of foundation wall according to building
instructions. Note that flat side of sill log faces in. Strip of 1-in.-thick fiberglass insulation acts as
sill sealer. Sills and girder must be level in order for floor joists to be accurately installed.3. Floor
joists and framing follow standard building practices. Subfloor of ¾-in. plywood is installed with
grain of outer plies running at right angle to joists. Use 9d common or 8d threaded nails spaced
6 to 7 in. apart. Stagger adjacent panels so that butt joints occur over separate joists to distribute
load evenly.4. Mechanical aids make light, fast work of raising wall logs. Here, manufacturer-
supplied hoisting equipment is being used by a professional building crew. Logs can also be
placed by hand or with the aid of a block and tackle. Most kits make use of many small logs that
are easier to handle.Walls and PartitionsPull logs in toward the center to ensure a square fit. Use
a come-along ratchet hoist for extra pulling power. Steel rods with special coupling nuts included
with kit add strength to corners by binding logs vertically.Spike logs together at 8-ft. intervals,
using 8- to 10-in. spikes and a 6-lb. sledgehammer. Begin spiking at one corner, and work all the
way around the house, laying up one course of logs at a time before proceeding higher.Ceiling
and RoofCeiling joists are precut and prenotched; hoisting them into place usually requires
assistance. Joists are then spiked in place.Short lap-jointed logs are sometimes used as joists.
These are supported at the joint by a double-framed interior wall.Gable logs are spiked in place
but left unlrimmed. Scrap lumber nailed along the gable serves as saw guide for correct roof
pitch.Trim log ends flush with saw guides, using chain saw. For safety, saw through one log at a
time; discard waste end before continuing.Plastic splines installed between logs as walls are
raised eliminate the need for further chinking. Some kit manufacturers supply caulking
compound instead of splines. Grooves to fit the splines are cut beforehand by machine.Interior
walls are standard stud frame type, useful for enclosing wiring and plumbing. For ease of
construction assemble frames on the ground, then tilt into place and nail directly to log walls and
subfloor.The finished cabinRafters may be supplied in log form or as dimension lumber. Most
manufacturers precut the angle of the peak ends but leave notching and cutting the final length
of each rafter up to the builder. The rafters are either spiked to a ridgepole erected between the
gable ends or are assembled in pairs on the ground and then spiked to the top of the wall.



Usually a minimum of 18 in. is left below the rafter notches. The extra length is needed to form
overhanging eaves.With the roofing on and doors and windows hung, the house is virtually
complete. Other finishing jobs can be done after you move in. Inside walls may be left untreated,
or coat them with clear urethane to make them washable. Spray the exterior with preservative
every few years to retard decay. A new cabin takes a year or more to fully season. Expect to
have to caulk or chink seams occasionally as logs continue to dry and settle.Building With
AdobeCreating a Homestead Out of Sun-Dried MudAdobe, or sun-dried mud, is among the
most ancient and widely used building materials. The ingredients for making adobe—soil, water,
and straw—are cheap and abundant, and the bricks themselves are easy to make, easy to use,
and durable. Perhaps most important, adobe is an energy saver. Thick-walled adobe homes
provide interior environments that are thermally stable, resisting both the penetrating heat rays
of the sun during the day and the outward flow of warmth from within during cool nights.Adobe is
an arid-climate material; unless it is specially treated, it tends to decompose in humid conditions.
But in regions to which it is suited, adobe brick will last almost indefinitely. Remains of adobe
structures 700 years old and more still stand in parts of Arizona and New Mexico. The famous
Taos Pueblo of New Mexico, an enormous adobe complex, has been the home of unbroken
generations of Indians since long before their first encounter with the Spanish conquistadores in
1540. With such a long history it is not at all surprising that the architectural style of adobe that
evolved over the centuries—a blend of ancient Indian technology with later Spanish stylization—
is both in harmony with nature and perfectly adapted to the resources of the region.Sources and
resourcesBooksMcHenry, Paul G. Adobe: Build It Yourself. Tucson, Ariz.: University of Arizona
Press, 1985.Stedman, Myrtle, and Stedman, Wilfred, eds. Adobe Architect. Santa Fe, N. Mex.:
Sunstone Press, 1987.PeriodicalsAdobe Journal. Adobe Foundation, P.O. Box 7725,
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87194.OrganizationsLocal organizations offer periodic adobe workshops.
The following schools have taught regular courses in adobe for several years: New Mexico State
University, Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88003 Yavapai College, Prescott, Ariz. 86301.In dry regions
building with adobe brick is both practical and economical. Traditional Spanish-style wood
framing and trim enhances the beauty of the thick earthen walls.How to Tell If Your Soil Is
Suitable for AdobeThe ideal soil for making adobe has little or no organic matter and contains
sand, silt, and clay in roughly equal proportions. The ingredients work much like ordinary
concrete: the sand and silt act as filler, the clay as binder. Too much filler results in bricks that
crumble easily; too much clay results in bricks that crack as they dry. Organic soil is not
acceptable, since the bricks will be weak and harbor vermin.Put handful of soil in a jar of water,
shake thoroughly, and allow to settle 24 hours. Coarse sand will settle at the bottom, silt in the
middle, clay at the top. Proportions should be roughly equal, with at least 25 percent clay.
Organic material will float; very little should be present.The knack for choosing adobe soil is not
hard to acquire. Start by looking at different soil samples: squeeze them and smell them to
detect organic content. Next, perform the tests shown at right. The tests are easily done and will
give the approximate proportions of sand, silt, and clay. If you find some likely adobe, check



further by digging samples from several spots, mixing them thoroughly to obtain an average
profile. Further tests using sample bricks are shown on the next page. As a final step, have a
commercial laboratory perform a detailed composition analysis. This will probably be required by
the local building code in any case.Mix soil with a little water and roll into cylinder ¾ in. in
diameter and 8 in. long. Soil should not stick to hands. Cylinder of good adobe soil will break at
between 2 in. and 6 in. when held out straight. If it breaks at less than 2 in., add clay. If it breaks
beyond 6 in., add sand.Making Adobe BrickThe traditional way of mixing adobe—in a hand-dug
pit—is simple but physically demanding. Much labor can be saved by using a rotary tiller to dig
up the soil and a power cement mixer to blend it with water and straw.There are two ways of
casting adobe bricks: gang mold and cut slab. In the former method each brick is separately
cast; in the latter a large slab is cast and then cut into bricks. With either method bricks should
be at least 4 inches thick and of manageable weight. The most commonly used dimensions are
4 by 10 by 14 inches (about 35 pounds) and 4 by 12 by 16 inches (about 50 pounds). Newly
formed bricks must dry uniformly; otherwise they will crack. For this reason, wet brick should be
protected from uneven exposure to wind and sun. Cover new bricks with burlap after the forms
are off, and turn the bricks on edge as soon as they are firm. Cure bricks at least 10 days before
stacking them. Do not make bricks when temperatures fall below freezing.Local building codes
usually call for laboratory tests of adobe to determine moisture absorption, compression, and
breaking strength. The last two tests can be approximated as shown below. Experiment with
sample bricks made of different soil mixes and keep accurate records to help determine the best
formula.Cement mixer can be bought or rented. Commercial 4-cu.-ft. size makes 8 to 10 bricks
per load. Place chicken wire over mixer's mouth to screen oversize material. Add about 8 gal.
water, about 250 to 300 Ib. of dirt (30 to 40 Ib. per brick), and a double handful of straw cut into 2-
in. lengths.Gang-mold methodCut-slab methodWooden frame is set directly on packed level
ground. Frame is 4 in. deep and sized to yield several mixer loads of bricks. Sides must be at
least 1½in. thick and should be clamped together with bars. After mud is poured and smoothed,
score surface to brick dimensions, knock down frame, and cut as shown with piano wire
stretched across wooden or steel frame. Turnbuckle facilitates tightening the wire.1. Before use,
form should be cleaned and soaked in motor oil. Pour mix into center of form (it should flow
easily, barely sticking to hoe), then spread it outward with hands.2. Smooth off top by drawing
trowel or 2 × 4 across form with sawing motion. Remove form promptly to prevent sticking. Brick
should sag downward no more than ¼in. if mix is correct.3. Dry bricks on edge as soon as they
are firm enough to stand (one to three days). Herringbone bracing pattern keeps rows from
toppling. Cure bricks until they are hard—10 days or longer.4. Stack bricks against central
column to distribute weight evenly. Cover top to protect from rain but leave sides open. For long-
term storage, stack on wooden platforms, cover sides with plastic.Testing the strength of your
bricksCompression strength can be measured with homemade device. Use pipe sections to
cast 2-in.-long, 2-in-diameter adobe cylinders. After standard curing, place cylinders in oven at
150° F for two hours to ensure uniform drying. Cap bearing faces with plaster of paris. Test



shown applies pressure of 300 Ib. per square inch—a safe figure for adobe.Modulus of rupture
test determines breaking strengtn of cured brick. Suspend four-week-old sample brick between
two others. Brick should support 160-lb. man. Brick should not break if dropped from shoulder
height; adobe that fails test normally needs additional clay. Building codes require that tests be
verfied by laboratory.A Strong Foundation For Massive WallsBuilding an adobe house requires
careful planning, but actual construction is comparatively simple. The building site and concrete
foundation should be prepared according to standard building methods. Walls are constructed
by laying the adobe blocks like ordinary bricks; adobe mud, without the straw, serves as mortar.
Adobe does not hold nails, so wooden inserts must be set in place as construction proceeds.
After the walls are up a continuous bond beam of wood or concrete is set in place to tie the walls
together and distribute the weight of the roof. Floors are generally made of brick or adobe,
although concrete slab floors or wooden floors laid atop joists anchored to the foundation are
also used. Decide plumbing and electrical arrangements prior to construction. Also determine
the locations of fireplaces beforehand; fireplaces made of adobe are heavy and require thick
foundation slabs.Use either transit or builder's level to lay out site plan. Helper holds vertical rod
to stake out corners precisely and to determine grade levels if excavation is required. Batter
boards are then set up near corners of site and notched with a saw. String stretched between
notches outlines foundation.Doors, Windows, Beams, and WiresProviding surfaces for interior
nailingRough frames afford surfaces for attaching doors or window frames. Use 2 × 4's or wider.
Recess frames into notched adobe bricks. Drive 16d nails partway into frame at joint lines before
blocks are laid to anchor mortar.Gringo block—a wooden box made of 2 × 4's—is a simple,
traditional way to provide a nailing surface. Set it in place of brick at nailing point and fill it with
adobe. Use two on each side for windows; three on each side for doors.Nailing surface of
another kind is made by fitting 1-in. stock into mortar joints. Such horizontal nailers can be used
either as gringo blocks or as fastening surfaces for shelves and wall hangings or as framing for
interior walls.From Floor to Roof: The Final StepsSince roofs and ceilings must be designed with
the load-bearing capacities of walls and foundations in mind, it is essential to have professional
assistance when planning them. This is particularly true for old-style earth roofs; although they
provide excellent insulation and economy, they are extremely heavy. Asphalt or tile roofs are
lighter and offer greater architectural freedom. A roof must also protect the walls from water
runoff. This is accomplished by channeling roof drainage into protruding gutters called
canales.CanalesRoof drainage is provided by canales. Locate them along low side of roof, level
with decking. They must project enough to prevent water from running down the walls.Your
choice of roofing surfacesHot-mopped roof consists of three or more layers of treated felt mats
sandwiched between coats of asphalt. Felt is dished upward at sides. Cover final tar layer with
light-colored gravel to reflect heat and protect asphalt from direct sunlight.Classic adobe ceiling
uses large peeled logs called vigas to support narrower peeled saplings called latillas. Natural
taper of vigas creates drainage slope. Latillas are nailed in herringbone pattern to accommodate
differences in viga diameters.Milled lumber ceiling is practical but less traditional. Tongue-and-



groove decking provides extra insulation and eliminates shrinkage gaps. Milled beams are even,
so decking can span several beams. Beams are often adzed by hand for texture.Details of roof
constructionRoof beams can be anchored to nailer or straps embedded on top of concrete bond
beam. Use spikes or bolts if bond beam is wooden.Two-ply roof incorporates insulation and
makes wiring easier. Interior surface is of standard decking. Use ½-in. plywood for
exterior.Parapet is traditional; fit and seal bricks carefully around vigas. Triangular wooden strip
along perimeter supports dished roofing.Grade roof to drain off water; line canales with rustproof
metal. Seal roof seams and joints by hot-mopping with tar. Inspect frequently.Packed earth of
high clay content is traditional roofing material. Recommended thickness of earth is 6 to 8 in.
Install it over hotmopped felt for best results. Foundation, walls, and vigas must be massive to
accept extra weight.Peaked tile roofs are common where average rainfall is high. Standard
trussed-roof building techniques are used. Trusses may be left exposed, or a ceiling can be
installed to create an attic. The cost of tile is high, but permanence of roof offsets
expense.Interior and Exterior PlasteringPlastering protects and beautifies adobe walls. Mud with
a high clay content is the traditional plastering material (it is still used by southwestern Indians),
but it requires more frequent maintenance than modern stucco compounds and is more
vulnerable to moisture damage.The first step in exterior plastering is to nail galvanized chicken
wire to the wall with rust-resistant 16-penny nails. Next, trowel on a primary, or scratch, coat,
pressing it into joints and gaps for a strong bond. Just before the scratch coat hardens, roughen
it with a rake so that the following coat (called the brown coat) will have something to grip. The
brown coat is troweled on smooth and left to dry and cure at least 10 days before a finish coat of
thin stucco—colored if desired—is applied.Neither chicken wire nor a scratch coat is needed for
interior plastering. Use fibered gypsum plaster mixed with sand for the first coat; unfibered
gypsum plaster and sand for the second. This finish will not rub off on clothes. Since plastering is
messy, interior work is best accomplished before the floor is laid. If wood is to be plastered, first
cover it with 15-pound asphalt felt and strips of metal lath to keep the wood dry and prevent the
plaster from cracking as the wood swells and shrinks.FloorsAdobe mud for floors should be 20
percent clay and have extra straw mixed in. Make floor at least 4 in. thick, built up of packed 2-in.
layers. If cracks form, fill with adobe. Traditional floor sealant is ox blood. A modern alternative is
boiled linseed oil.Brick floors are laid in 1-in.-thick bed of sand atop surface of packed earth.
Treat earth with insecticide, then cover it with plastic vapor barrier. Tamp bricks into place with
mallet. Fill cracks by sweeping floor with fine sand. Finish with commercial sealers and
wax.Frames of doors and windows are notched with ¼-in. groove so that they overlap plaster
rather than butt against it. This helps reduce cracking. Baseboard is similarly notched. Install felt
and metal lath at wall openings to protect the edges.Exterior walls require chicken-wire backing
and three coats of plaster. Total thickness is about ¾ in. Plaster should extend below grade level
for even detail. Inside walls need only two coats of plaster and no wire.FireplacesAdobe holds
heat well, making it ideal for fireplaces. Fireplace exterior can be anything imagination allows.
Shape bricks with dull hatchet and masonry saw; finish with mud spread over chicken wire.



(Technical aspects of fireplaces are discussed in Fireplace Construction and Design, pp.62–
65.)Anita Rodriguez, EnjarradoraMaintaining an Adobe TraditionIn Taos, New Mexico, Anita
Rodriguez is an expert in enjarrando—the craft of plastering with adobe. Above is an adobe
home in Taos with an horno, an ancient type of oven.“When I was a child in Taos, where I was
born, nearly all the buildings were adobe. Now they have been replaced by technological
construction, but I have never forgotten the lovely soft shapes of earthen walls or the fireplaces
that were in every home. It is hard to exaggerate the beauty and harmony of that vanished
town.“In this part of the country for over 500 years the craft of finishing adobe has traditionally
belonged to women. The Spanish word for such a woman is enjarradora. In English this means
only “plasterer,” but enjarradoras also build fireplaces, lay mud floors, and paint walls with clays
of various colors by an ancient method called alisando.“A friend who knew my interest in adobe
asked me to build her a fireplace. Someone else happened to see it and asked me to build
another one, and that's how I got started. Today I am a professional enjarradora. One can only
learn enjarrando from enjarradoras. The techniques are passed on in a strictly oral tradition that
has never been written down. I learned from Hispanic enjarradoras who were generous to me
with their knowledge; and while I was teaching school at Taos Pueblo, I too passed my
knowledge along to other women.“With the interest in environment and the emphasis on energy
saving, there is a revival of interest in adobe construction. It is particularly good for buildings with
solar heating. Adobe walls are excellent insulators. They trap heat in winter and keep the interior
cool in summer.“Working with adobe is hard physical labor. Ten years of enjarrando have not
made me look like Charles Atlas, but I work with men all day and know that women are much
stronger than people think they are. The work has given me a sense of my roots. I identify with
my culture and I don't want it to die.”Building a Stone HouseA Home Made of Rock: Beauty Plus
StrengthPeople have a natural love for stones. Children climb on them, collect them, and skim
them over ponds. Our most magnificent structures are made of rock, as well as some of our
most ancient. To this day, a house made of stone provides a special feeling of security, comfort,
and coziness.For years stone houses were made by expert masons using the time-tested
technique of laying each rock individually in place. More recently, however, the slipform method
has become popular, especially among do-it-yourselfers. A slipformed house can be built for
less than two-thirds the cost of a similar home made of wood and will compare favorably with
mason-built stone houses in terms of durability and attractiveness.Choosing Your StoneThere
are many variables to keep in mind when selecting building stones. Perhaps the most important
consideration is availability: stone is heavy and if good stone cannot be found locally, shipping
costs can be prohibitive. Stone for building should be durable and waterproof, qualities that
depend not only on the type of rock but also on climate. Limestone, for example, is among the
most durable of construction materials in arid areas but will weather rapidly in a wet climate.
Attractiveness is also important. Ideally, stone buildings should fit in with the prevailing
architecture and blend with the local topographical features as well.The chart at right gives some
of the common rock types and their suitability as building stone. However, you can tell a lot about



a stone without knowing what type it is. Start by examining it carefully to determine its features.
Compare its weight, texture, and appearance with other stones. Good building stone is heavy
and therefore less likely to absorb moisture. Break open a sample with a sledgehammer. The
rock should be difficult to fracture and should break into rough-textured, irregular chunks. Stone
that crumbles or splits easily along flat planes is probably weak and porous. Though the stone
may still be suitable for building under many conditions, water may seep in, hastening erosion
and causing cracking in freezing weather.Stone home has exposed interior walls and beams.
The combination of rustic materials and modern accents create a unique and comfortable living
space.Streambeds, mines and quarries, rocky pasturelands, lakeshores, and abandoned
stonework are all likely sources for building stone. Maps published by the U.S. Geological
Service show locations of abandoned mines and quarries. In suburban areas talk to contractors
who may be involved in demolition work. In the country ask local farmers; you may find all the
rock you need free for the hauling. If the stone is not on your property, be sure to talk to the
owner before you take any, and always put the emphasis on working safely.Suitability of rock
types for buildingFieldstone is loose surface rock. It is rough textured and worn from exposure to
nature and the passage of time.Creek stone is polished smooth by running water. Its unusual
character lends it to decorative uses, such as fireplace facings.Quarried stone is cut from
massive outcrops. Its surfaces are freshly exposed, sharp, clean, and regular.Principles of
Traditional StonemasonryFor centuries the only way to erect a stone house was to lay the stones
individually like bricks. The skill of the stonemason involved selecting the proper stone to lay in
place and then adjusting the stone to fit securely, either by shaping it to fit or by filling in around
the stone with specially chosen smaller rock fragments called shims.The first stone structures
were dry, that is, built without mortar. Later, clay, lime, or cement was used to set the rocks in
place. In either type of masonry, structural integrity depends on the same two forces—gravity
and friction—and the key to building enduring stonework has always been to make full use of
both forces. For gravity to do its job, keep the stones' bedding surfaces horizontal or canted
slightly inward toward the center of the wall. Maximize friction by creating as much contact
between stones as possible. Follow the old rule “one over two and two over one” so that each
stone rests across at least two stones beneath; gravity then locks the stones together and
unifies the structure. Maintain solid bedding surfaces by shaping or shimming any stones that fit
poorly. Shaping is done with a hammer and chisel. Shimming is done by inserting small pieces
of filler rock in spaces between stones, thereby providing support and increasing surface
contact. However, do not use shims as wedges to hold stones in place. If you do, the wedged
stones may eventually work free. The best use of shims is for leveling and stabilizing the bedding
surfaces, always with the goal of keeping them as horizontal as possible in order to make the
fullest possible use of the force of gravity, which pulls straight down.Mortar eliminates much of
the shaping and shimming needed in dry-wall construction. It does not, however, glue the stones
together. Portland cement, the active ingredient in mortar, cures as hard as stone and
automatically provides a perfect seat for the rocks as they are laid, filling the smallest



gaps.Shaping the stones to fitLarge rocks should be broken into random chunks with a sledge or
stonemason's hammer. Use the wedge-shaped end of the mason's hammer to split the stone
along the grain.Wide-bladed chisels are used when scoring, smoothing, and splitting soft stone.
A point chisel is employed when working with hard stones where impact must be
concentrated.When hewing stone, chip rock away gradually to avoid breaking entire block. Place
stone on bed of sand and score with chisel. Chip off small pieces using flat face of hammer.
Work from edge toward line with steady blows. On hard rock you may have to hammer quite a
while before cracking begins. Wear safety goggles to prevent injury from rock chips.For
maximum structural integrity each stone should weigh straight down on the ones beneath it
(left). Stones in a mislaid wall (right) tend to slide out; the higher the stones are stacked, the
greater the tendency to crumble. Shape the stones with hammer and chisel or use small
fragments as shims to keep bedding planes horizontal or tilted slightly inward.Mortaring the
stones in place1. Mortar proportions are one part portland cement to three parts sand. Add only
enough water for a firm mix.2. Stones should be clean and surfaces wet. Shape stone and test
for fit before laying down bed of mortar.3. Lay mortar on bedding face with a trowel. Do not
smooth. Use only enough to provide firm support.4. For effective seating drop stone in place
from a few inches above. Once stone is set, do not move it farther.5. Scrape off excess mortar
and pack it into vertical joints. Use a trowel; mortar will irritate skin.6. Use tuck-pointing trowel to
trim mortar. Clean stones with cleaning compound from building supply dealer.The Slipform
Method Of Casting WallsSlipforming is a method of building with stone that does not require
advanced masonry skills. Rather than shaping, shimming, and mortaring each stone into place
individually, loose stones are simply packed into removable forms and cemented together by
filling in around them with concrete. In a slipformed wall an entire layer, or course, is built as a
unit. A number of forms are connected end-toend and filled. While the mix hardens, a second
chain of forms is placed on top of the first and also filled. When the bottom layer has set, those
forms are removed and reattached above the second to form a third layer. In this way wall
building proceeds vertically like a game of leapfrog. Properly done, the results are excellent. A
slipformed wall is sturdy, weatherproof, and almost indistinguishable from old-style mortared
masonry—and can be put up in half the time it would take to lay it stone by stone.For ease of
handling, forms are usually 18 inches deep and about 8 feet long. Stones to fill them should also
be of manageable size—no more than 50 pounds each—and have at least one fairly flat face.
Stockpile a wide variety so that you will have plenty to choose from. Cast the walls at least 14
inches thick. Place stones in the form with their flat faces against the side that will become the
exterior wall. Try to follow the “one over two, two over one” rule that holds for mortared masonry
so that gravity will help bind the stones together.Stone is a poor insulator and, in addition, joints
between stones tend to develop small leaks. As a result, most slipformed walls are built so that
the stones extend no more than two-thirds of the way through the wall from the exterior to the
interior. The inside face is smooth concrete. Furring strips are usually embedded in the concrete,
and the wall is finished with insulation and paneling. If you want your interior wall to be of stone,



place a 2-inch layer of solid insulation in the middle of the form and fill in on either side with
stones and concrete. This type of wall will be thermally sound as well as leakproof.Apply a coat
of oil to the slipforms before using them so they can be removed more easily later on. As you
pour the concrete, tamp it down, striking the forms occasionally with a hammer to dispel air
bubbles. Your aim should be to surround each stone with 1 to 2 inches of concrete. It is vital that
the bonding between successive layers be strong and weathertight. Try to complete an entire
course on a single pour to avoid vertical through-seams, which will weaken the walls. Horizontal
seams tend to form on the top of a course. To keep them from allowing moisture into the house,
slope the top of each pour downward to the outside. Do not cap the courses with concrete;
instead, finish each course with stones that protrude vertically, so they will mesh with those in
the next layer. Surfaces that have cured for more than 48 hours may require application of a
commercial bonding agent or a paste of portland cement and water before the next layer is
poured on top.Good Concrete Is the Secret of SlipformingWhen building slipformed stonework,
the quality of the concrete is most important. Concrete is made up of portland cement, sand, and
gravel. For slipforming, ½-inch-diameter gravel is best. Recommended proportions are one part
cement, three parts sand, and four parts gravel. Proper water content is the secret of strong
concrete. There must be enough water so that the mixture can be worked and the chemical
reaction that hardens the cement can go to completion. Too much water results in weak
concrete. Generally, for a batch of concrete mixed from one sack of cement (94 pounds), 5
gallons of water are needed. Adjust this figure to accommodate the moisture content of the sand
and gravel. To obtain good results when you are mixing by hand, use the method shown below.
With a power mixer, blend the dry ingredients first, then add water gradually until a workable mix
is obtained. It helps to have an experienced person on hand when you make your first
batch.Concrete must not dry too fast. Water evaporating from the mix while it cures has the
same effect as adding too little water at the start. Nor must ordinary concrete be exposed to
freezing temperatures for at least a week after it has been poured. The chart describes different
types of portland cement, each suited to a particular building condition. Type I is suitable for all
but severe conditions. Type III is excellent for slipforming because its rapid setting time allows
forms to be removed sooner. So-called air-entrained cement will trap microscopic air bubbles as
it hardens, causing it to resist frost damage. Use Type III A in all areas where heavy freezing
occurs.Types of cement and where to use themType IGeneral purpose: Moderate-weather
building conditions in areas where light to moderate freezing will occurType IAGeneral purpose,
air-entrained: Moderate-weather building conditions in areas where heavy freezing occursType
IIIHigh strength, early set: Early or late season building conditions in light to moderate freeze
areas where conditions require rapid concrete setting and early form removalType IIIAHigh-early,
air-entrained: Early or late season building conditions in heavy freeze areas where conditions
require rapid concrete setting and early form removalThe measuring boxMeasuring box for dry
ingredients has a 1-cu.-ft. capacity. Box has no bottom. Sides are ½-in. plywood or ¾-in. lumber
with 2 × 3 boards for handles. Join parts with screws, not nails, for extra strength. When mixing



concrete, place box in mixing trough, fill, and lift up. Each filling equals one unit of a particular
ingredient.Mixing the componentsTo mix concrete by hand, first wet the mixing trough. Spread
correct proportions of ingredients in layers over three-quarters of the bottom; then pour water
into remaining area. To mix, pull sections of dry material forward into water with mason's hoe and
blend until proper consistency is reached.Assembling the FormsBuild your own slipforms using
1 × 6 boards or sheets of ½-in. plywood for the faces. Nail them to 2 × 4 braces as shown. Leave
½-in. gaps between face boards or drill holes in plywood so that tie-wire loops can be threaded
through to hold the sides together. Bore holes in end, top, and bottom braces to bolt forms
together end-to-end and in vertical layers. You will need enough forms to assemble two end-to-
end chains the length of the wall section being poured. The forms will be stacked one on top of
the other leapfrog fashion as the wall is raised. For efficiency and economy use standard
commercial lumber sizes for forms, and make them interchangeable by planning walls to be
even multiples of form dimensions.Getting Ready to BuildReinforced concrete footing poured
below frost line ensures firm base for heavy masonry walls. Footing should be 4 in. wider on
each side than width of wall and at least 10 in. thick. Set forms in place along footing marked
with a chalk line. Make tie-wire loops by inserting light wire through holes or between boards and
tying around vertical braces. Twist loops tight with nails while inserting 1 × 2 wood spacers cut to
width of wall to maintain correct dimensions. Use mason's level, and line level to make sure
forms are plumb. Adjust by tapping forms with hammer. If additional support is needed, nail extra
braces across the tops of the forms or prop the sides with 2 × 4's set in the ground as shown in
the illustration.Filling the FormsPlace stones 2 in. apart with flat faces against form. If rebar (steel
reinforcing bar) and furring strips are being used, install them now. Pack remaining area with
concrete and tamp well, allowing the concrete to flow beneath stones.While masonry cures in
first form, second form is placed on top and filled. After 48 hours first form is removed and
placed atop second form as its contents continue to cure. Clip tie-wires flush; they will remain
embedded in the wall.Corners are built as a unit with special forms that can be bolted together at
right angles. Lay a 6-ft. length of 3/8-in. rebar, bent at a right angle, into corners every 10 in.
vertically. Use cornerstones that have two faces at right angles.Stone is cold unless insulated.
Sandwich-type wall (top) with core of 2-in. polyurethane foam provides exposed stone inside
house. Or embed treated furring in wall as it is built, then attach studs, insulation, and
paneling.Movable Slipforms: An Old-fashioned Home Using Modern MethodsStone houses
have the quality of blending into the landscape, especially if they make use of stone gathered
from the building site itself. Plan a house that will harmonize with the environment. Choose an
area of well-drained solid ground upon which to build, since masonry will crack if settling occurs.
Stone walls are not easily modified, so plan your house large enough to accommodate any
anticipated needs for more space in the future, and take into account plumbing, heating, and
electrical arrangements. Wall openings for these systems are far easier to incorporate during the
construction process than to drill afterward.Begin by collecting stone. The more you have on
hand the better. Unless you plan to pour a concrete floor along with the foundation, it is a good



idea to stack the piles of rock in the center of the site. That way you will have less distance to
carry the stone and will be able to keep all possible choices in view. Store bags of cement where
they will stay absolutely dry, stacked on wooden platforms with an airspace beneath and
covered with plastic. Cover sand also if rain is frequent.Build enough forms to be able to “slip”
them properly. This means having on hand as many forms as are needed to construct a wall
section two courses high. Ideally, you should build enough forms to reach between natural
openings in the wall plus special forms for corners or odd shapes. Remember to make forms
from standard lumber and to plan wall dimensions in multiples of form sizes. That way you will
not have to construct a number of different forms and can use them interchangeably.You might
design your house with low walls for greater ease in handling stone. Extend windows and doors
all the way to the top plate to eliminate the need for lintels. Frames are studded with nails on the
outside and laid up directly in the forms, with spacer blocks on each side to prevent concrete
from being pushed behind them if they are not as thick as the wall itself. Use heavy timber joined
with pegged lap joints. Soak the frames and any of the wood that will make permanent contact
with masonry in preservative to prevent dry rot.Stretch string between batter boards to guide
excavation and wall building. A perimeter footing of poured concrete with horizontal rebar (steel
reinforcing bar) ensures rigid foundation. Below-grade walls can be poured, slipformed, or made
of laid stone and mortar. Vertical rebar is optional if the base of the foundation wall is keyed into
footing notch. Drainpipe next to footing carries water away from foundation, preventing water
damage and settling. Use sealant to weatherproof joint between foundation and
stonework.Sandwich-type wall, with stone face inside, stores heat from fireplace or sunlit
windows. Paneled stud walls permit easy installation of shelves, plumbing, and wiring. Flagstone
or slate floors are laid at ground level. Wood floor is raised, since crawl space is needed to
prevent rot. Gable ends are wood. Roof may be simple truss type. Since slipformed walls can
withstand the outward thrust of the rafters, few tie beams are needed. This allows architectural
freedom to include such features as the skylight and cathedral ceiling.Raising a BarnTimber-
Frame Method, Now Centuries Old, Still Means QualitySturdy old barn is a testament to old-time
craftsmanship. Gambriel roof was a favorite style among thrifty farmers because of the increased
interior space it provided. The original shingles have been replaced with more modern roofing,
but the frame remains sturdy, largely due to the amazing durability of post-and-beam
construction.Farm families have long valued a sturdy barn as much as a comfortable home.
Barns are a symbol of the farmer's relationship with the land and of his personal goals and
values. Eric Sloane, the noted historian and artist of Americana, describes the sturdy old barns
of New England as the “shrines of a good life.” Their simple, honest lines and lasting strength
seem to reflect the farmer's steadfast love of the soil and enduring belief in a secure and
bountiful future.Care, pride, and dedication go into the construction of a good barn. Very often
details of craftsmanship hidden high in the hayloft are likely to be of finer quality than those
displayed in the parlor of the family house. Old-fashioned barns had massive, carefully fitted
frameworks of hand-hewn timbers, joined together with stout wooden pegs instead of nails. This



construction method, called timber frame, or post and beam, had its roots in medieval European
architecture. In spite of the time, labor, and skill necessary, the great-grandfathers of today's
farmers built in this style because of its proven ability to last, even though the faster, cheaper,
and easier method called stud framing—building as we do today with 2 × 4's and nails—was
available to them as early as the 1830's.Stud framing requires the additional strength provided
by wall sheathing and siding. A timber frame, however, is self-supporting. The heavy posts and
beams—the principal frame members—are joined together at right angles, then braced with
additional diagonal timbers notched into them. The result is a strong and stable triangular
support. Barn siding, necessary only to enclose the structure, is usually made of low-cost
lumber, such as rough-cut 1-inch pine boards, nailed vertically to the frame.Sections of a barn
frame are generally built on the ground in units called bents. When all the bents are completed,
they are raised upright and joined together to form the completed frame. Because the bents are
so massive, community effort is usually required when the barn is ready to be erected. In fact,
part of the beauty of an old-fashioned barn lies in the spirit of community friendship it reflects. A
hundred years ago an entire town might turn out on the “raisin' day” of a barn like the one shown
above; to raise a small barn, such as the one described on the following pages, a dozen or so
friends should suffice.Sources and resourcesBooksBenson, Tedd. Timber-Frame Home.
Newtown, Conn.: Taunton Press, 1996.Fitchen, John. The New World Dutch Barn. Syracuse,
N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1968.Halsted, Byron D., ed. Barns, Sheds and Outbuildings.
Battleboro, Vt.: Alan C. Hood, 1977.Kelley, J. Frederick. Early Domestic Architecture of
Connecticut. New York: Dover, 1963.Sloane, Eric. An Age of Barns. New York: Henry Holt & Co.,
1990.Wallas, Elliott. The Timber Framing Book. Kittery Point, Maine: Housesmith's Press,
1977.Building plans and measured drawingsHistorical American Building Survey. Library of
Congress: Photoduplication Service, 10 First St. SE, Washington, D.C. 20540.OrganizationEarly
American Industries Association. P.O. Box 2128, Empire State Plaza Station, Albany, N.Y.
12220.Tools Should Be Big and SturdyTimber-frame construction requires heavy-duty tools.
Chisels should be the strongest type available, with socket ends to prevent the handles from
splitting under repeated malleting. Three blade widths are helpful: 1 inch, 1½ inch, and 2 inch;
the overall length of the chisels should be at least 15 inches. You will also need a six- or eight-
point crosscut saw, a 1½ to 2-inch auger (or brace and bit), a mallet, a sledgehammer, a
hatchet, measuring tools, and a level. A chain saw is valuable, and if electricity is available, a
great deal of sweat can be saved with a sturdy power saw and a rugged electric drill. Keep
edged tools sharp for safety, accuracy, and ease of use.In the 19th century, carpenters had
special tools designed expressly for timber framing. As a result, framing a barn back then was
easier in many ways than it is now. You may be fortunate enough to locate some of these
valuable old tools at specialty tool stores, farm auctions, or through advertisements in collectors'
magazines.A minimum kitBarn-framing tools shown here can be obtained at most quality
hardware stores. In addition, you will need several standard carpentry tools, including a claw
hammer, pry bar, and jack plane. To give framing timbers an authentic ax-hewn appearance, use



hand tools on exposed surfaces, and limit the use of power tools to hidden areas.Some Tips on
TimberSeasoned hardwoods-usually oak or chestnut-are the traditional timbers for frames. Pine,
hemlock, fir, or spruce can also be used, provided that all vertical posts made of these weaker
woods are at least 6 inches square and that horizontal beams measure at least 6 inches by 8
inches. Seasoned wood is best, but framing timbers can be green if allowances are made for
later shrinkage. Try to obtain the timber from trees felled during the winter months. Winter-cut
wood contains less sap, so seasoning is faster, shrinkage is less, and the wood is more resistant
to decay. You may choose to hew your own beams (see Converting Trees Into Lumber, pp.22–
25), or you can order them from a sawmill. Stack lumber off the ground and protect it from wet
weather. Insert 1 × 2 boards between layers to allow air circulation.Wooden members can
support the greatest loads when stress is along the direction of the grain, as in the vertical post
at far left. Horizontal beams sag because stress crosses grain. Compression, which forces wood
together along beam's top surface, creates tension along the bottom, stretching wood apart. For
maximum horizontal strength, place beam on edge with its natural arc, or crown, facing upward,
like an arch. However, if large knots are present on the concave edge rather than the crowned
edge, place that edge up instead so that the knots will be pressed into the wood, not loosened
and forced out by tension.Timber-Frame Joinery: Like Giant FurnitureTimber framing is
cabinetmaking on a grand scale. Except for size, the frame of an old-fashioned barn hardly
differs from that of a traditional blanket chest, cabinet, or bureau of drawers; each is basically the
framework of a box. Even the individual elements of construction are the same.The principal joint
used in both barn framing and furniture framing is the mortise and tenon. This joint has been
used by carpenters and cabinetmakers since ancient times because of its great strength and
simple construction. When accurately cut, fitted, and pegged together, a mortise-and-tenon joint
will be virtually as strong as the wood from which it is made. The technique of making mortise-
and-tenon joints for timber-frame structures differs from that used when working on a piece of
furniture. The tools are larger, the timbers are harder to maneuver, and the entire process must
take into account the greater physical forces at work as well as the sheer weight of the materials
involved.Old-timers recognized that a tight fit was the key to a sound, long-lasting joint and
summed it up in the motto “Measure twice, cut once.” They made and fitted each joint
individually, paring the sizes to the last sliver of wood, then took the joint apart until the barn was
ready for assembly. Since no two joints were quite alike, the pieces were marked to avoid
mistakes on raising day. Roman numerals were used as labels because they were easy to cut
with a chisel; they can often be seen inscribed in the sturdy timbers of 19th-century
barns.Wooden pegs and well-made joints hold frame of barn together.Making a Mortise-and-
Tenon Joint1. Make tenon first. Scribe rough end of beam square on all sides, then measure off
tenon length and scribe it on all sides. Tenon length should be half thickness of receiving
timber.2. Place beam on its side. Use combination square as gauge to mark tenon thickness on
both edges of the beam. Tenon thickness should be one-third the width of the receiving timber.3.
Saw off the rough end of the beam, being careful to cut along all four squaring-off lines. Then



connect the ends of the tenon-thickness lines with a combination square.4. Saw the tenon
shoulders next. Cut must be square. For accuracy, score line with chisel, and begin cutting with
saw tilted back. Rock saw forward as rear thickness line is reached.5. Remove waste from tenon
sides. Use either ripsaw, chisel and mallet, or a sharp hatchet. To use hatchet, begin chopping at
end of beam near surface; work along grain.6. Smooth tenon and shoulder with an extra-sharp
wide-bladed chisel or a block plane. Take special care to clean out corners. Chamfer (bevel)
ends to ease final assembly.7. To lay out mortise, place tenoned piece across timber and scribe
width of beam. Remove, then scribe center line, adding tenon-thickness dimensions on either
side as shown.8. Bore out waste with bit slightly smaller than mortise width. Use tape on bit for
depth gauge, and hold drill at precise 90° angle to work. Bore the two end holes first.9. Smooth
mortise sides with wide-bladed chisel and mallet, and carefully square corners. Use exact-sized
chisel to trim mortise ends. Be sure walls remain square and vertical.10. Check final fit by
measuring both mortise and tenon; some trimming is usually necessary. Mark each piece to aid
later assembly (chiseled Roman numerals are traditional).From Beams to BentsBefore a barn
raising can begin, mortised posts and tenoned beams must be fastened together and then
braced with diagonal timbers to form bents, the basic units of barn construction. Styles of bents
vary; in all cases, however, they consist of combinations of posts, beams, and braces—nothing
else.Each joint should be pegged, not nailed. Wooden pegs are stronger and longer lasting than
nails, screws, or bolts, and, unlike metal fasteners, they will never rust. In addition, the pegs
shrink and swell in harmony with the surrounding timbers, producing very tight joints with little or
no splitting during moisture changes. Pegs should always be made of harder wood than the
timbers that they join; oak and black locust are best. They must be made of completely
seasoned wood; otherwise they can shrink and loosen in their holes. Ideally, a peg will tighten
with age as the wood around it shrinks.Braces, which make the framing rigid, must be installed
carefully so that the structure remains square. The best way to ensure precision is to fit the
braces after the main timbers have been joined and pegged.Timber-frame barn is less
complicated than it appears. It is basically a series of bents joined together.Making pegsWhittle
hardwood pegs by shaving corners to form rough octagon. Diameter is one-third tenon
length.Stock can be driven through steel peg sizer instead. Notches in sides of finished pegs
give tighter fit.Fitting braces1. Mark 45° angle at one end of timber and scribe across ends. Mark
length of brace, then scribe second 45° angle.2. Measure, then saw halfway through brace by
cutting along angle lines. Remove triangular waste sections with chisel.3. With post and beam
pegged at 90° angle, hold brace in place and scribe outline of corner on each timber.4. Scribe
depth of notch on inside edge of timbers, then remove waste with chisel. Fit the brace; drill and
peg securely.Drawboring1. Driving pegs through offset holes draws joints tight. Begin with joint
assembled; bore through one side of mortise only.2. Remove tenon and locate bit mark. Drill
hole through tenon, centered a fraction of an inch closer to its shoulder.3. Replace the drill in the
mortised timber and continue boring through the other side. Use filler block to steady bit.4.
Reassemble joint. Insert a long peg with a tapered point, and drive it in until full thickness of peg



travels through both timbers.Building Your Own Old-fashioned BarnFour-bent barn built on the
windward side of a gentle slope.Even if you are not a farmer, a small barn has dozens of
practical uses. The four-bent barn shown here could be used as a two-car garage; it could also
be a workshop or studio, and the two lofts overhead provide a generous bonus of storage space.
Trees suitable for use as framing timbers may be available on your own property. If they are, you
can try your hand at hewing them square yourself (see Converting Trees Into Lumber, pp.22–25).
If you have a chain-saw mill for making boards, you can also saw out your own dimension
lumber for the roof and siding. Otherwise have the beams and boards cut to your specifications
at a sawmill.Before you begin to build, take time for careful planning and site preparation. Barns
that are designed only for storage and farm use seldom come under building code restrictions,
but those that are modified for living usually do, so check with the building inspector. In any case,
you will want to be certain of the terrain and drainage characteristics of the building site, and you
should also consider the changing angle of the sun throughout the seasons as well as any
tendency of the site to harbor extra cold or dampness. Barns need plenty of ventilation, so look
for an area that receives a constant breeze, such as the windward side of a hill. A traditional spot
for hay and livestock barns is just beyond the crest; not only does this location provide good
ventilation, but the rise forms a natural ramp that allows the hay to be easily unloaded at either
the main floor or loft level. At feeding time the farmer can take advantage of gravity by pitching
the hay down, out a rear door, to animals sheltered below in the protected barnyard at the base
of the hill. Observe the locations of barns in your own area; you may discover unique and useful
building customs that are based on local ingenuity. Also, several books given in the sources and
resources section on page 48 contain useful photographs and information about siting.Barn
foundations are traditionally made of field-stone and are laid dry (without mortar). Mortared
stone, reinforced concrete, or concrete block can also be used. The foundation wall should
reach below frost level for protection against damage from repeated freezing and thawing and
should rise at least 18 inches above grade. After the foundation is laid, anchor the sill beams to
it. When the major framing timbers have been notched and numbered for joining, the barn is
ready to raise.If you want to raise the barn the traditional way, hold a raising bee. Invite friends,
neighbors, and their families to share the work, then celebrate afterward with food and drink. In
bygone days a raising bee was the only way to get the barn up, since most barns were too big for
one family to raise, and machinery was not available.Construction Plans for a Small
Barnspecifications can be adjusted to suit individual needs, especially if you hew the timbers
yourself, as the builder of the barn pictured here did. Before building this or any barn, seek
professional advice to be sure that timber sizes and span lengths are correct for the conditions
and type of wood being used. Braces are especially important. For extra strength include as
many as possible.Raising Day1. Preservative-treated sills, already in place, are mortared to a
fieldstone foundation wall. Base of wall must be below frost level.2. Bents are assembled on
raising day. Prenotched, numbered timbers are first pegged together, then braces are cut and
fitted.3. Assembled bents are moved to their proper locations and laid flat, ready to be hoisted



into place by the raising crew.4. Everyone works together to raise the bent into place. Two people
check to see that the posts are seated properly.5. The first bent propped, a second bent is
raised while several people guide the fitting of the horizontal beams between.6. Photograph
shows how tenons on horizontal beams fit into mortises in posts. Joints will be pegged
later.Installing the plateHoisting each of the top plate beams is a two-stage task. First a beam is
raised to crew members stationed partway up; they in turn raise the beam to a group on top.
Several block-and-tackle devices slung from the bents can also be used. Be careful when
working aloft with heavy timbers.The finished barnRafters and siding are final steps.
Conventional roof with ridgepole is easy to erect and economical. Use 1-in. rough-cut pine for
siding.Completing the roof sheathing and putting down shingles are the only jobs remaining.
Two coats of barn red give finished structure traditional look.Developing a Water
SupplyReaching Downward To Tap the Reservoirs Beneath Our FeetWater is one of the
elementary staples of life, and the existence of a dependable supply of drinking water is
probably the single most important factor in determining whether a homesite will be livable or
not. Virtually all the water we use arrives as rain and collects either on the surface of the ground
or beneath it. Most of the privately owned residential water supply in the United States comes
from wells. Aboveground sources, such as ponds, lakes, reservoirs, and rivers, supply the
remainder, almost always for large-scale users, such as heavy industry and population
concentrations in urban and suburban areas.Digging for water is a centuries-old practice with
significant sanitary benefits. Due to natural filtration, well water is relatively pure, whereas water
in ponds and streams is highly susceptible to bacterial pollution from human and animal waste.
But digging wells manually is hard, sweaty work and at depths greater than 10 to 20 feet can be
extremely dangerous as well.Modern methods of well construction, which rely on boring and
driving equipment, water pumps, and drilling machinery, avoid most of the danger but still take
time, work, and money. In addition, they remain almost as chancy as ever when it comes to
striking water. Old-time dowsers and water witches—people who seem to have a special knack
for locating subsurface water—are still consulted, but recourse to common sense, a knowledge
of local geology, and a professional well digger's experience are likely to prove better guides.
Assistance in finding and developing a well on your property can also be obtained from your
state's water resources agency.Digging a well the old-fashioned way is dangerous work because
of the risk of cave-ins; it should never be attempted by an amateur. A typical old-style well-
digging operation is shown at right. The well is 3½ ft. in diameter—wide enough for one man to
work. A 4-ft. length of 42-in.-diameter steel culvert pipe has been installed at top to keep loose
surface soil from crumbling into the well. The pipe extends 6 in. above ground level to prevent
supplies and tools from being accidentally knocked in. (Such shoring is considered adequate for
a 15- to 20-ft.-deep well in an area with firm subsoil.) The well is dug until water enters faster
than it can be bailed out by hand. The bottom part of the finished well is lined with stones. To
prevent pollution, the upper part is lined with bricks set in nonporous concrete. The cap is also
nonporous concrete.Old wells were dug with a pick and shovel. When the water table was near



the surface and the well shallow, a long counterweighted pole with a bucket at one end sufficed
to lift the water up. For deeper wells (they were sometimes dug down 100 ft.), a windlass was
used to crank up each bucketful of water. When not in use, such wells should be covered as a
safety measure and to keep out dirt and debris.Where to Find WaterOf the rain that falls on the
land areas of the world, the major part collects in lakes and rivers, some evaporates, and the
rest, called groundwater, filters slowly into the earth. In many areas groundwater is the most
dependable water—often the only water—available.The top of a groundwater reservoir is known
as the water table, a level that moves up and down according to the rate at which water is being
taken out and replenished. In some locales the water table is a few feet from the surface—a
relief to well drillers; elsewhere, the table is so far down even drilling becomes
impractical.Groundwater is frequently confined within rock formations, where it forms an aquifer,
or underground stream. If the aquifer originates from a high elevation, the water may be under
enough pressure to bubble up spontaneously to the surface when a drill bit reaches it. This type
of natural flow is called an artesian well and does not require a pump. Water tables also break
the surface, creating seeps, springs, swamps, and ponds.Variety of water sources (left) is
equaled by the variety of ways water can be tapped. Because of the complex structure of
aquifers, wells quite close to each other can nevertheless differ markedly in output.Wells draw
the water table down in their vicinity, sometimes causing neighboring wells to dry up. In the
example shown below, well A was dug first, creating a dry cone-shaped volume around it. Next
came well B, which produced water until well C was put in.Small-Diameter Well
ConstructionBored well can be put in with inexpensive hand tools. First a 1-ft.-deep hole is
driven with a pick or crowbar, then the borer introduced. As the borer penetrates, segments are
added to its rod to accommodate increased depth. Periodically, the borer must be lifted to empty
the hole of loosened cuttings. Boring is impractical for wells deeper than 50 ft. Moreover, if a
large stone or a rock formation is met, the operator has to abandon the hole and start again
elsewhere. After water is encountered, the well pipe and water intake are installed.Driven well is
put in by hammering a pipe directly into the earth. The point of the pipe is screened to keep dirt
out, since it will serve later as a water intake. The pipe is hammered in by repeatedly dropping a
heavy weight on it. Well depths of up to 150 ft. can be achieved with equipment like that
illustrated. To check for the presence of water, lower a weighted string down the pipe, then raise
the string and examine the end to see if it is wet. Once water is detected, drive the pipe down
another 20 to 30 ft. to guarantee water supply.Water-jetted well can be put in fairly rapidly with a
pump that forces water down a pipe. The water pressure jars the soil loose and forces it up the
well hole to the surface. As the well deepens, the pipe should be rotated periodically to help
keep it vertical. The mud in the upward flowing water helps to line the well wall and prevent
crumbling. A casing, installed as the well is being jetted, will further reinforce the wall. If no rock
formation is encountered along the way, a strong pump can jet a 1-ft.-diameter well to a depth of
300 ft.Drilled well can penetrate thousands of feet below the surface; the depth is limited only by
the power of the drilling engine and the quality of drill bit used. For very hard rock, diamond-



tipped bits are required. A hand-held, 3-horse-power drilling unit like the one shown can reach a
depth of about 200 ft. A water pump is used to wash soil and rock cuttings to the surface and to
cool and lubricate the bit. After the hole is drilled, the hole is reamed to a diameter of 3 in., and
the well pipe and screen (or submersible pump) are installed.Aboveground Storage In Pond or
CisternOf the various types of surface water the most valuable for a home water supply is a
spring. Springs can be thought of as naturally occurring artesian wells, the water being pushed
to the surface by gravity. A mere trickle can support the water needs of a home if it is collected in
a cistern or holding tank. A spring's flow can be measured by timing how long the spring takes to
fill a 5-gallon container. For example, if the container takes 30 minutes to fill, the spring will
provide 10 gallons an hour, or 240 gallons of water a day—enough to support a small
homestead. Remember, however, that springs can run dry at certain times of the year.In some
areas the most practical way to obtain drinking water is to channel rain falling on a roof into
gutters that lead into a cistern. In a region of moderate rainfall (30 inches per year), a roof with a
surface area of 1,000 square feet will collect an average of 50 gallons of water per day, enough
for a two-person household with modest water needs. Since rainfall varies over the year, the
cistern must hold enough water to cover expected dry periods. For example, a 50-gallon-per-day
requirement could be supported for 30 days by a cistern that is about 6 feet on each side and 5
½ feet deep. Cisterns up to five times this size are practicable.For large-scale water storage a
pond is usually the best alternative. Ponds are excellent for such major uses as irrigation,
livestock maintenance, and fish farming. In addition, they attract and support wildlife and provide
water for fire protection if located within 100 yards or so of the structure to be protected. A pond
can be a simple excavated hole if the water table at the site is close to the surface, or an earth
embankment can be built to collect runoff. Unless the pond is also intended for power generation
(see Waterpower, p.98), you should not attempt to impound a running brook. (There are legal
restrictions that govern the development and use of waterways, and, in addition, a large and
expensive spillway may have to be constructed.)The probability is high that water from ponds,
brooks, and similar aboveground sources will not be healthy enough to drink, particularly if
livestock have direct access to the water source or if the source is located in areas suffering from
pollution, such as mining regions. If necessary, water can be purified with ceramic filters or by
chlorination. In emergencies the water can be boiled.For pure waterDrinking water should not be
considered safe until tested by your county health or sanitation department. These agencies will
send an inspector to your property to collect a water sample, then mail you a report on its purity.
In particular, be suspicious of water taken from a surface source, even if it comes from a
sparkling brook and is clear and odor free.Use map to estimate acreage you will need to
maintain a pond of a chosen size in your part of the country. The map is derived from annual
rainfall data and specifies how many acres of rain-runoff area are required for each acre-foot of
pond water. For example, to create a ¼-acre, 4-ft.-deep pond (1 acre-ft.) in eastern Nebraska will
require 12 to 35 acres of runoff area.Ways to Collect and Store Rainwater and Spring
WaterSpring water collection structure, formed primarily of concrete, helps stabilize water flow



and protects water from surface contamination. Take care when excavating to avoid disturbing
the fissures; otherwise the flow can be deflected.An old-style springhouseSpringhouse of the
type built last century put a spring to work to keep food cool. Such perishables as milk and butter
were placed in containers, and the containers were set in a trough through which cool spring
water flowed, keeping the food at refrigeratorlike levels even in summertime.Typical cistern can
hold 180 cu. ft. of water. Since water weighs 62.4 lb. per cubic foot, the cistern and its foundation
must be massive enough to hold 5 to 6 tons of water. The entire system should be screened and
sealed against insects.Marshy area can be tapped for water with a system of perforated or open-
joint pipes draining into a tank. Pipes are buried in packed gravel faced by a plastic barrier on the
downslope side to help concentrate water near them.Springhouse is made of stone and built
into the hillside to keep the interior cool in all seasons.Sources and resourcesBooks and
pamphletsCampbell, Stu. Home Water Supply: How to Find, Filter, Store, and Conserve It.
Charlotte, Vt.: Garden Way Publishing, 1983.Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems.
Washington, D.C.: Environmental Protection Agency, 1987.Matson, Tim. Earth Ponds: The
Country Pond Maker's Guide. Woodstock, Vt.: Countryman Press, 1991.Wagner, Edmund G.,
and J.N. Lanoix. Water Supply for Rural Areas and Small Communities. Geneva, Switzerland:
World Health Organization, 1959.Saunas and Hot TubsUsing Warmth and Ritual For Total
RelaxationThe beneficial effects of a warm bath have been recognized for thousands of years.
The sauna, a hot-air bath followed by a quick cool-down, originated before the birth of Christ. In
pre-Columbian North America, so-called sweat baths, remarkably similar in detail to the sauna,
were a common custom among Plains Indians, and the Japanese have long practiced
communal hot-water bathing. Recently, Americans have begun to take an interest in communal
heat baths, primarily because of the sense of shared contentment they provide. The interest has
focused on the traditional Finnish sauna, along with a new development: the hot tub.Saunas
today are much like those used in Finland for centuries. The hot tub is an American idea,
conceived a few years ago by Californians who converted discarded wine vats into bathing units.
Both saunas and hot tubs should be used with care, however. Hot tubs should be kept below
103°F and saunas below 170°F. Pregnant women and persons with heart conditions should
avoid them altogether.American Indian sweat lodgePlains Indians had a kind of sauna of their
own-the sweat lodge-long before Europeans arrived on the scene. Warmth was provided by hot
rocks carried into the lodge. Water poured on them made steam. Like the Finns, the Indians
ended the bath with a plunge into a river or a roll in snow.A-frame sauna is located next to a
serene lake with a stunning view. Taking a sauna is not so much a way to get clean as it is a
means of achieving profound emotional relaxation. The ritual of the sauna begins with a
“perspiration bath” in hot dry air. Next comes a brief steaming, followed by a beating with leafy
birch twigs. Then the bathers wash, plunge into the snow or into a cold lake, and dry off. The
final phase is a period of rest and relaxation, preferably in the open air.Make Your Own Hot
TubHot-tub design shown here can be tailored to your own needs. Nail bottom boards to joists
before sawing out circle. Then add staves, slip on hoops, and tighten lugs.The wine vat is the



prototype of all true hot tubs. A tub the size shown here holds about 500 gallons, or 2 tons, of
water. To sustain such a load requires strong wood and a stable foundation. For the benefit of
bathers, the wood should not be resinous or splintery. Spruce or cedar are good choices, but
redwood is the best.The bottom of the tub should be as watertight as possible. Ask the
lumberyard to mill either tongue-and-groove or shiplap joints on the bottom boards; then coat
the joints with roofing mastic along the lower edges and nail the boards to the joists. Use 8d
galvanized finishing nails. Drive them at an angle, countersink them, and top them with mastic.
To make the tub sides, bevel both edges of each stave between three and five degrees off right
angle and notch them near their lower ends to fit the bottom boards. Coat the outer halves of the
edges and the bottom of each notch with mastic, then tap the staves in place one by one around
the tub. The last stave will have to be trimmed to fit. Put the hoops loosely in place, then tighten
them, starting with the lowest hoop (which is placed where the staves join the bottom).The
capacity of most home hot-water systems is too small to fill a hot tub. For continuous high
temperatures and clear water while bathing, use a heater, filter, and pump, rigged as shown.
These items are best purchased as a group from a supplier dealing in hot-tub
equipment.Building a SaunaTo conserve heat, a sauna should be as compact as possible,
especially the bathing area. The ceiling should be low, the windows small and double paned,
and the doorway low and narrow. For a quick exit in case of an emergency, have the door open
outward.Saunas are invariably made of wood. Frame construction is the most economical, but
log construction is more traditional and deemed superior because of the ability of logs to retain
and reradiate heat. (For log construction techniques, particularly the chinkless style often used
for saunas, see Building a Log Cabin, pp.26–35.) For a frame sauna, start with a poured cement
slab foundation, or use concrete piers and bolt the sills (large foundation lumber) onto them.
Beveled siding, tongue-and-groove boarding, or plywood can be used on the exterior, with wood
shingles on the roof. The wood should not be painted or varnished; instead, impregnate exterior
woodwork with preservative, or use durable lumber, such as redwood. Install a minimum of 4
inches of foil-faced insulation in the roof and walls. The foil should face the sauna's interior.
Since exposed metal can burn the skin, all implements and handles should be wooden, and all
nails should be countersunk. Round off bench edges with sandpaper, and use duckboards-
movable slatted flooring—to protect feet from a cool floor.A wood-burning stove is traditional, but
an oil, coal, gas, or electric heater can be used instead. (To install a wood stove, see Heating
With Wood, p.86.) The heating stones around the stove should be dense enough to store a large
amount of heat and should not crack when heated; cobblestone-sized pieces of granite or lumps
of peridotite, a dark igneous rock, are often used.The high air temperatures in a sauna are
bearable because the air is fairly dry and because bathers can take the heat in stages, first on
the bottom benches where temperatures are lower, then on the higher benches. For breathing
comfort, water should be ladled onto the stones now and then to add a bit of moisture to the air.
After 15 or 20 minutes the bather cools off in an icy lake, new fallen snow, or a cold
shower.Interior walls of the sauna should have a natural timber surface, and neither oil, varnish,



paint, nor wax should be applied to them. The wood selected for the benches and interior
paneling should be durable and should show high resistance to splitting and splintering in order
to withstand the wide swings in temperature to which it will be subjected. Eastern white pine or
sugar pine are often used for the interior paneling, since both have a pleasant resinous aroma
that adds to the sauna experience. For the benches, however, a nonresinous wood should be
selected because contact with the resin is irritating to the skin; white cedar or western red cedar
are good choices.Saunas often have auxiliary rooms in addition to the main sauna room; the
sauna shown here has a dressing room attached. The extra room has supplementary uses, such
as providing a place to hang up the wash or acting as a guest room for overnight visitors.
Benches in the sauna can be any size or shape imagination suggests but should always be built
to provide at least two distinct bathing levels, and preferably three, on which bathers can recline
full length. Bench seats should be slatted to improve heat circulation and designed to permit
access to the floor beneath them so that cleaning will be easy. If the benches are movable,
cleaning becomes simpler yet.Sources and resourcesBooks and pamphletsCowan, Tom, and
Maguire, Jack. Spas and Hot Tubs, Saunas and Home Gyms. Saddle River, N.J.: Creative
Homeowner, 1988.Herva, M. Let's Have a Sauna. Washington, D.C.: Sauna Society of America,
1978.Nelson, Wendell. Of Stones, Steam and the Earth: The Pleasures and Meanings of a
Sauna. New Brighton, Minn.: Finnish America, 1993.Sherwood, Gerald, and Stroh, Robert C.,
eds. Wood Frame House Construction: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. New York: Sterling Publishing,
1992.SanitationDisposing of Waste Without Wasting WaterModern sanitation methods, such as
flush toilets, septic tanks, leach fields, and sewerage treatment plants, have come to be taken for
granted. Not only is their vital role in preventing the proliferation of contagious bacteria all but
forgotten, but their imperfections are often ignored, particularly the enormous amount of water
they consume. In addition, the sheer volume of waste that now pours into our lakes and rivers is
beginning to overtax the ecosystem, destroying wildlife and polluting the waters.In recent years
attention has begun to focus on new kinds of waste disposal devices that greatly reduce water
consumption and at the same time convert the waste into nonpolluting material. Some new
types of toilets have cut water usage to 2 quarts per flush, others go further, doing away with the
flush method entirely. Among the latter are toilets that incinerate the refuse, toilets that partly
decompose the refuse through anaerobic (oxygenless) digestion—outhouses are a somewhat
primitive example—and toilets that turn the refuse into high-quality compost via aerobic
decomposition. Some of the newest approaches are finicky to operate, and others are costly to
install; but most hold promise for saving water and energy while reducing pollution.Sources and
resourcesBooks and pamphletsHartigan, Gerry. Country Plumbing: Living With a Septic System.
Putney, Vt.: Alan C. Hood Publishing, 1986.Kruger, Anna. H Is for EcoHome: An A to Z Guide to
a Safer, Toxin-Free Household. New York: Avon, 1992.Wagner, E.G., and J.N. Lanoix. Excreta
Disposal for Rural Areas and Small Communities. Geneva: World Health Organization,
1958.Whitehead, Bert. Don't Waste Your Wastes—Compost ‘Em: The Homeowner's Guide to
Recycling Yard Wastes. Sunnyvale, Tex.: Sunnyvale Press, 1991.Wise, A.F., and Swaffield, J.A.



Water, Sanitary and Waste Services for Buildings. New York: Halsted Press, 1995.Primitive but
functional outhouse is still standing from the early 1900s. Familiar crescent moon ventilating hole
once meant “For ladies only.”Incinerating ToiletsRefuse is converted to sterile, odorless ash in
incinerating toilet. When top lid of seat is lifted, flap beneath the seat opens and a cycle timer is
set. When lid is closed again, the flap drops down and refuse burns for about 15 min., after
which unit is cooled by blower. Burner is fueled by natural or LP (liquid propane) gas. Hopper
should be washed once a week and ash removed from combustion chamber with a shovel or
vacuum cleaner. Toilet is effective but relatively costly to run and cannot take overloading—as
might happen if the owner were to host a large party.Pit PriviesPit privy, or outhouse, must be
located where it will not pollute the water supply. Place it downhill from any spring or well and be
sure that the water table, even at its highest level, is several feet below the bottom of the privy's
pit. A pit with the dimensions shown will last about five years if used continuously by a family of
five. Once the pit fills up, it must be covered and the privy moved to a new site. Though safe and
sanitary if properly constructed, pit privies tend to be smelly. They are also uncomfortable to use,
especially in winter.Privy is built on precast concrete slab to stop rodents and divert rain from pit.
Rings cast in slab permit entire structure to be hauled by tractor to a new site when pit becomes
full.Composting ToiletsLarge size of container in this composting toilet means that system likely
requires almost no attention in normal operation. Mass of waste matter slides slowly down
incline, decomposing as it moves. By the time it reaches lower end of container, it will have
turned into high-grade fertilizer. System of perforated pipes and baffles helps supply oxygen to
aerobic bacteria that digest the refuse. To keep bacteria at peak efficiency, the wastes should
include such vegetable refuse as kitchen scraps and lawn clippings. The chimney exhausts
occasional odors and supports air flow through the container.Unlike outhouses, composting
toilets are just about odorless. Their chief requirement is a steady supply of air to maintain the
aerobic (oxygen-loving) bacteria that feed on the refuse inside the fiberglass composting
container. These bacteria function best between 90°F and 140°F—temperatures considerably
higher than normal room temperature. A properly designed container can lock in the warmth
generated by the bacteria themselves, helping to maintain the ideal temperatures.In principle, a
composting toilet does not require energy to operate. In practice, however, this is likely to hold
true only in warm climates. In colder areas, during the winter, the composter will generally draw
warm air from the house interior, venting it to the outdoors. In extremely cold regions, such as
Maine, northern Minnesota, and Alaska, the composter may even require an auxiliary heater to
maintain the proper composting temperature. Occasionally, a blower must be added to the
exhaust flue to prevent odors from seeping into the house via the toilet seat or kitchen waste
access port.A composting toilet must usually be supplemented with a small standard septic tank
and leach field to handle greywater (water from the bathtub, washer, or sink). Generally, a
composting system is most economical where water is in short supply or where soil and
topography combine to limit the effectiveness of more conventional waste disposal systems.To
offset the rather high cost of commercial models, some homeowners have tried building their



own composting containers out of concrete block or other material. The job is difficult and can
lead to problems, such as compost that does not slide properly and solidifies in the tank. Should
that happen, the container must be broken open and the compost chipped out.Other ToiletsA
number of new waste-disposal devices have recently appeared on the market. Most are for
special needs, such as a vacation home or in arid climates.Chemical toilets employ a lye
solution to destroy bacteria; the waste must be emptied and disposed of periodically. They are
safe but have a tendency to give off an offensive odor.Freezer toilets are odor free but require an
energy-consuming compressor to freeze the waste; like chemical toilets, they must be emptied
at intervals.Vacuum toilets are fairly expensive. They work like waterless flush toilets, using
special plumbing and a pump that sucks the waste into a collecting chamber.Nonaqueous
flushing systems imitate conventional toilets, but instead of water they recycle treated oil. Like
vacuum toilets, these systems are expensive.Greywater disposalTypical septic system has a
200-cu.-ft. holding tank and a 120-ft. leach field. The field consists of pipe made of clay tile or
perforated fiber buried 1½ to 3 ft. deep. The tank can be concrete, fiberglass, or asphalt-lined
steel, with an access port to pump out accumulated sludge. Dimensions of system can be
reduced one-third if waterless toilets are used. Excavation for system can be by hand, but the job
is more easily handled with mechanized equipment, such as a backhoe.Fireplace Construction
and DesignThe Welcoming Hearth: Rumford RediscoveredThe theory of fireplace design is
almost entirely the work of a single man-Benjamin Thompson, better known as Count Rumford,
an American Tory of the colonial period who eventually fled to England. Rumford's findings,
particularly his discovery that a wide, shallow firebox radiated the maximum amount of heat into
a room, revolutionized fireplace design in the early 1800s. The introduction of cast-iron stoves,
however, followed later by an almost universal conversion to oil, gas, or coal central heating,
changed the role of the fireplace from that of a vital home-heating device to a mere status
symbol; along the way many of Rumford's precepts were forgotten or ignored: in an age of
limitless energy fireplace efficiency no longer seemed important.Nowadays, Rumford's ideas are
enjoying a renaissance. Although the Uniform Building Code restricts total adherence to
Rumford's principles, it is still possible to construct a fireplace that comes close to the energy-
efficient ideal. With a Rumford-style fireplace the fellowship and security that a blazing open
hearth inspires can be enjoyed at a minimum cost and with a maximum of home-heating
warmth.How a Fireplace WorksFireplaces are basically hollow towers constructed out of strong,
long-lasting, heat-resistant materials, such as stone, brick, adobe, or metal. They can be
designed in a myriad of shapes and sizes; but no matter what they look like on the outside, all
fireplaces are virtually alike inside, consisting of four basic units. These are the base, firebox,
smoke chamber, and chimney. The hollow core of the chimney is called the flue.The base is
simply the platform upon which the upper sections of the fireplace rest. It should be solid and
massive in order to support the weight of the heavy masonry above it. The firebox, built atop the
base, is where the fire is set. Most fireboxes are lined with a special type of brick, called firebrick,
which will withstand high temperatures. The design of the firebox should allow heat generated by



the fire to be radiated outward into the room, while at the same time preventing heat from
escaping up the chimney in the form of hot gases. The funnel-shaped smoke chamber is erected
directly above the firebox. It serves as a transition unit, channeling the smoke from the fire below
into the flue above. The final unit, the chimney, carries the smoke and hot gases away and
passes them into the atmosphere.In order to work efficiently, the firebox, smoke chamber, and
chimney should be built in correct proportion to each other. The smoke chamber should have a
smooth interior surface and should slope inward from its base toward the chimney opening at an
angle no greater than 30 degrees from vertical. The area of the chimney opening itself should be
about 10 percent of the area of the firebox opening. In addition, the size of the fireplace must fit
the proportions of the room. Air drawn by the fire has to be replaced. In a small room the strong
draft of a large fireplace will suck warm air out of the room and send it up the chimney. To replace
this warm air, additional air will be drawn into the room, most likely from outdoors through cracks
around the windows and doors. Not only is this wasteful but the room may actually be cooler
than it would have been with a smaller fireplace that drew less air.Sources and resourcesBooks
and pamphletsBrann, Donald R. How to Install a Fireplace. Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.: EasiBild,
1978.Edwards, Alexandra. Fireplaces. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1992.Manroe, Candace
O. For Your Home: Fireplaces and Hearths. New York: Little, Brown & Co., 1994.Orton, Vrest.
The Forgotten Art of Building a Good Fireplace. Dublin, N.H.: Yankee Books, 1969.Traditional-
style fireplace (right) has the shallow heat-radiating firebox characteristic of the Rumford design.
This feature is the main reason for its excellent heating ability. The firebox and other elements of
the Rumford design, including a wide smoke chamber, can be incorporated into almost any style
of fireplace from modern to traditional. In general, the width of the front opening should be
restricted to no more than 42 in.; anything wider will result in lower efficiency for most
rooms.Planning a Rumford FireplaceDetermine the size and overall shape of your fireplace by
making drawings and scale models of various design possibilities, then taking the time to
analyze each. The location of a fireplace should not interfere with household traffic, and its
exterior should harmonize with the surroundings. It is also important to realize that many
fireplace components—bricks, flue tiles, dampers—are manufactured in standard sizes and that
your designs must take these fixed dimensions into consideration. For example, the Rumford-
style fireplace whose construction is shown here uses a standard 10-inch-wide cast-iron damper
and standard-sized terra-cotta flue tiles; neither was available in Rumford's day.Rumford firebox
(above) is designed for maximum radiation. Front opening is square. Ideal firebox depth is one-
third the width of front opening but at least 16 in. deep in order to satisfy Uniform Building Code
requirements.Smoke chamber (right) should begin at least 8 in. above lower edge of lintel.
Damper is centered over firebox floor so that smoke can travel vertically into smoke chamber.
The chamber itself tapers gradually to the same dimensions as the chimney flue opening.Tools
and materialsTools for fireplace building are the same as those used in other stone and concrete
work. Some of the more specialized tools are shown below. Among materials you will need are
cement, sand, and concrete block for the footing, base, and hearth; firebrick for the firebox;



ordinary red brick for the smoke chamber, exterior, and chimney; and terra-cotta flue tile for the
chimney interior. Some special mortar and concrete mixes are also necessary (see chart at
right).Building a fireplace requires only a few basic masonry tools.The bricklayer's artPractice
applying mortar and raising walls before actually starting to build. Sequence shows proper way
to “butter” the end of a brick with mortar for firm bond. Dip bricks in water before buttering them.
Remember that mortar is caustic and abrasive. It should not be worked by hand or come in
contact with bare skin.Raising a brick structure1. Lay corner bricks first. Set each one atop
mortar base so that outside corner touches plumb line. Hold brick in place with one hand; level it
by tapping the edges with trowel handle.2. Set second brick in place on mortar base 3/8 in. from
corner brick. Align by tapping with trowel handle. Carefully fill gap between bricks with mortar,
taking care not to disturb corner bricks.3. Lay succeeding bricks in a similar fashion, but butter
one end of each before installing it. Work from corners toward the center; keep bricks in line with
guide string held by line blocks.Mixing guide for concrete and mortarChart shows correct
proportions for mixing both concrete and mortar to suit different applications. Two blends are
shown for laying stone; the second one is a stiffer mix than the first, but both are of equal
strength. For all formulas mix the dry ingredients first, then add water until smooth.From Footing
to Flue: Building a FireplaceExact fireplace dimensions are impossible to specify, since each
must be designed for the room it is to heat. Typical hearth openings, however, are 32 to 38
inches square, and from these initial opening dimensions the rest of the fireplace can be
designed proportionately according to the rules and considerations given on pages 62 and 63.
Strict adherence to Rumford's principles is not necessary in order to derive most of the
increased heating ability of a Rumford-style fireplace. Wherever possible, choose dimensions
that will allow you to use bricks and concrete blocks without extra shaping.
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Survival - How to grow a camouflaged food- forest., More Forgotten Skills of Self-Sufficiency,
Classic Candy: Old-Style Fudge, Taffy, Caramel Corn, and Dozens of Other Treats for the
Modern Kitchen, The Complete Juicer: A Healthy Guide to Making Delicious, Nutritious Juice
and Growing Your Own Fruits and Vegetables, Self-Sufficiency: A Complete Guide to Baking,
Carpentry, Crafts, Organic Gardening, Preserving Your Harvest, Raising Animals, and More!
(Self-Sufficiency Series), The Ultimate Survival Medicine Guide: Emergency Preparedness for
Any Disaster, The Homesteading Handbook: The Essential Beginner’s Homestead Planning
Guide for a Self-Sufficient Lifestyle, Sunday Roasts: A Year's Worth of Mouthwatering Roasts,
from Old-Fashioned Pot Roasts to Glorious Turkeys and Legs of Lamb, The Ultimate Guide to
Homesteading: An Encyclopedia of Independent Living (Ultimate Guides), The Grow Your Own
Food Handbook: A Back to Basics Guide to Planting, Growing, and Harvesting Fruits and
Vegetables (Handbook Series), The Ultimate Guide to Navigating without a Compass: How to
Find Your Way Using the Sun, Stars, and Other Natural Methods, Brooks Headley's Fancy
Desserts: The Recipes of Del Posto's James Beard Award-Winning Pastry Chef: The Recipes of
Del Posto’s James Beard Award–Winning Pastry Chef, Your Self-Sufficient Backyard
Homestead Garden: Grow More Food With Your Pollinator Garden



Curtis Childress, “Stranded in the wilderness with one book?. This would be the book. How to
build a house, get water, grow food, woodworking, metal working canning, crafts, weaving,
leatherworking. My only complaint would be that is some areas it is a mile wide and an inch
deep, but there is only so much info that can be packed into a single book. Interesting to read,
and good starter information on homesteading, surviving AFTER the zombie apocalypse, or just
have fun learning to do things.”

Christina Paul, “A Great Place to Start Toward Sustainable Living. I have lived in a log cabin in
the wilds both in my adolescent years and now as an adult with adult children of my own. So, I
bought this book back in the early 80's when it was initially published by Reader's Digest Books.
Not much by way of information has changed in it over the years, except now it is also available
on the Kindle. I still have my hardcover copy from all of those years ago however, having a
eBook version on hand is useful, too.The book is meant to be inspiring mainly to those who
dream of someday getting back to the land, living on their own homestead and making their own
life off of the grid. All of the advice is very good toward that end, but it lacks the detail needed for
anyone to benefit from in an actual homesteading set up. They don't tell you how hard it can be
to undertake such ambitions even as everyone goes toward mores sustainable living.The
section on medicinal herbs is not nearly large enough. Putting food up after harvest could use
some expension, too. But the book does do what it is intended to do and that is point those who
would go for the natural life toward exploring more in depth and the hands on approach. I can
tell you, after having lived in a log cabin most of my life that the section on log cabin construction
and livig is nowhere near exhaustive. Keep reading and talk to other owners of log homes and
ask them about the unique challenges about them! This book doesn't really have that kind of
information.I would recommend this book as a great place to start, but by no means don't stop
after you have read this one and truly want to get back to basics.”

HP, “If you are looking for the basics, this will do nicely. This is not a detailed, in-depth book. You
will NOT have complete instructions on how to "do everything"; that is not the purpose of this
book. Rather, it was written with a broad approach to a variety of topics, aimed at how to live in a
rural setting using "old timey" techniques. If you need a "how to" book, look elsewhere.
Otherwise read on a bit more.For people living in the city, starting from the "ground up", this
makes for an excellent "companion" book, giving practical advice and commentary about what
to look for, and most importantly, why. Starting with just land selection and working your way
through housing, development, agriculture and husbandry, aspects homemaking, and eventually
recreation, you will end up with a broad spectrum of "what to look for and what to do".
(Recreation is included at the back of the book because play is a necessary part of a healthy life,
just as much as work or home life; learning to appreciate your surroundings and participate



through kayaking, hiking, etc. helps to give such an outlet.)I know there are other reviewers on
here that poo-poo such a book, because it doesn't give exact instructions (it's not an instruction
manual, it says "guide" folks) or because "it's obvious to someone who knows" (well, yeah, your
right that it's "obvious to you", but not everyone has lived in your shoes, or has had the
opportunity to have your experiences, and for someone in the city, this is an eye-opener). Ignore
those reviews; if you want a "broad-spectrum guide", with an emphasis on "guide" and nothing
else, then this book works.  If you need a "how to" then you need to find a different book.”

Scitch, “This is the true survival guide.. I think you could pretty much live "off the grid" with this
one book. If you ever really think about how you and your family could live self-sufficiently in the
event you moved to that cabin, or if you think beyond 72 hour kits for emergency preparedness,
this book should be in your home library. If you really needed to be self-sufficient for months or
even years this book would keep you alive.The book is in six parts:Part One: Land and
buildings. Building with logs, adobe, and stone.Part Two: Energy - From windmills to do-it-
yourself water heaters and methane digesters.Part Three: Gardens and Livestock - The usual,
plus things like bee-keeping,butchering, and shearing.Part Four: Preserving, curing, and storing
the harvest. LOTS of info on cheesemaking, a good bit about smoking and preserving meats,
and even maple sugaring.Part Five: Skills and Crafts - Natural dyes and dyeing, carding and
spinning, weaving (but not building the loom), rug-making, curing leather, making shoes,
furniture making, metalworking, soapmaking and natural cleansers, candle making,and basket
weaving.Part Six: Recreation - traditional games and holiday crafts, but also orienteering,
foraging and snare-making,a little bit on raft making, and basic first aid.I hope this gives you
enough information to see if the book is really what you want. This isn't a "cutesy" Country Mama
kind of book. This is the real thing. The instructions are concise. The illustrations are mostly
drawings (good ones). You'd probably have some trial and error following them, but you'd have
enough to get started and to know what NOT to do. I highly recommend the book, if only for
peace of mind, knowing you could take care of yourself and your loved ones.”

Dickens, “Comprehensive and Well Thought Out. Enjoyable Read. If anything it will make you
appreciate the sheer hard work involved in going back to basics. Very detailed.. want to build a
log cabin? first build a road... what type of road? well what vehicle?What terrain? where are your
trees? how many?etc etc etc Lots of practical common sense info.. skewed towards the
Americans. But worth a read. lots of recipes and simpler tasks”

beerhound, “Great for reading, great for doing.... An excellent book and covers more than I
would ever need. Very well written and compiled with clear descriptions, proper easy to follow
instructions for the many projects. If you ever find youself in a situation where you no longer have
access to our modern conveniences this book is probably all you'll need to help you build a
house, grow food, make furniture and entertain your neighbours! Very interesting to read and I



look forward to practising and learning these near forgotten skills. I also bought a copy for my
Dad and he loves the book too.”

Bulldog, “Fascinating. I had the French version of this book, bought in Redu in Belgium years
ago second-hand. A friend admired it so I searched and found this updated version in English.
She is delighted. Wonderful book.”

B, “Five Stars. Great what I needed”

JC Scott, “A Homesteading Favorite. I generally do not go in for all-in-one books, seeing as how
they tend to be neglectful in some way on all the topics they try to cover. This work is neglectful
in some areas, yet I would definitely have it on my homesteading bookshelf.'Back to Basics' is
essentially a book for beginner homesteaders, preppers, and even survivalists (the section at
the back has some roughing it info). It tries to cover all the skills a homesteader needs, such as:
choosing land, building a house (a variety of ways), alternate energy, growing a garden,
preserving your harvest, raising livestock, dairying, blacksmithing, woodcarpentry, rugmaking,
candlemaking, soapmaking, homemade cleaners, and more.As you can see, there is quite a list.
Many compare Carla Emery's famous 'Encyclopedia of Country Living' to this book, but as Mrs.
Emery's work focuses simply on food raising, this book provides the wider scope in a whole
section devoted to alternative energy for the do-it-yourselfer, including plans for a solar food
dehydrator, solar water heater, water wheel power, wind power, etc. That chapter and the
chapters on numerous crafts/skills such as the above mentioned soapmaking and such, are the
jewels of this book.Granted, as others have said, this book could use more depth, but as
someone just making do with what I've got, I'm not too interested in making artisan cheese, so
the dairying chapter which shows me how to make a few simple cheeses as well as yoghurt,
butter, and sour cream completely meets my needs. As a back-yard gardener with a million
things to do at once, I don't have time to make glistening jars of 5 different kinds of jelly, and so a
few simple recipes/methods for preserving my harvest such as dried tomatoes and apple butter
again, meet my needs just fine.All this to say, if you are looking to specialize in soapmaking
(selling a variety of soaps) or raising a rare breed of chickens, this is not the book for you, and I'd
instead recommend Storey's Guide to Raising Chickens or Simple Soapmaking. But if you are,
like me, a homesteader striving to live sustainably, you likely wish you had four extra hands and
48 hours instead of 24 in a day, and likely can't go into the finickety things. You need a book that
will teach you the basics of the many things that need to be done, and so this book would be a
good place to start.”

The book by Frankie Love has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 883 people have provided feedback.
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